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TR Property Investment Trust plc

Highlights of the Year

n Outperformed benchmark for 7th consecutive year

n Share price total return of 38.5%

n NAV increased by 28.4%

n Dividend per share increase of 14.0%

Dividend

Subject to shareholder approval at the Annual General Meeting on
19 July 2005, a final dividend of 1.55p (2004: 1.40p) per ordinary
share will be paid on 29 July 2005 to shareholders on the register on
1 July 2005. The shares will be quoted ex-dividend on 29 June 2005.
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The objective of TR Property Investment Trust plc is to

maximise shareholders’ total returns by investing in property shares and

property on an international basis. Approximately 90% of the Company’s

assets are currently invested in Pan-European listed property securities

with the balance in directly owned UK real estate.

Investment The investment selection process seeks to identify well managed
Selection companies of all sizes, especially those with a focus on a particular type of real

estate business. We generally regard future growth and capital appreciation
potential more highly than immediate initial yield or discount to asset value.

Benchmark The benchmark is the S&P/Citigroup European Property Index in Sterling (the
Citigroup Index). The Citigroup Index, against which the manager’s performance is
measured by the Board, comprises 84 companies and is itself a sub-index of the
S&P/Citigroup Global Property Index, a longstanding and widely used benchmark
in the world of real estate securities. The Citigroup Index is freefloat based and
calculated daily on a price only and total return basis. The benchmark website
www.globalindices.standardandpoors.com contains further details.

Capital Over the past five years the net asset value per share has risen by 157%. Over the
Growth same period the benchmark index has risen by 104%.

Income Over the past five years the annual net dividend per share has grown by 116%,
Growth equivalent to 16.6% p.a. compound.

Independent The directors are all independent of the management company and meet
Board regularly to consider investment strategy and to monitor performance.

Shares easy Details of how the shares can be bought through the TR Property Share Plan and
to buy the TR Property ISA are given on the inside back cover.

Website Information about the Company can be found on the website
www.trproperty.co.uk.
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Financial Highlights

Performance
Assets and Benchmark

Performance
Share Price

Year ended Year ended
31 March 31 March

2005 2004

Benchmark performance (price only) +24.6% +41.5%

NAV price only return +28.4% +54.4%

Benchmark performance (total return) +29.1% +47.4%

NAV total return +31.1% +59.1%

IPD Monthly Index total return** +18.0% +12.5%

Total return from direct property +13.4% +12.5%

31 March 31 March
2005 2004 Change

Revenue
Gross revenue (£’000) 17,499 16,247 +7.7%

Revenue pre-tax (£’000) 11,793 11,328 +4.1%

Revenue per share 2.85p 2.51p +13.5%

Net dividend per share 2.85p 2.50p +14.0%

Balance Sheet
Gross assets (£’000) 597,348 486,266 +22.8%

Shareholders’ funds (£’000) 502,665 400,739 +25.4%

Shares in issue at end of period (m) 346.4 354.4 -2.3%

Gearing 16% 20%

Net asset value per share 145.13p 113.07p +28.4%

31 March 31 March
2005 2004 Change

Share price at 31 March 128.5p 95.0p +35.3%

Share price total return +38.5% +66.2%

Market capitalisation at 31 March £445m £337m +32.0%

Sources: Thames River Capital/**IPD annualised to March 2005
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Chairman’s Statement

Introduction

Strong property equity markets throughout 2004 have

helped the Trust produce another substantial increase in

both the asset value per share and in the share price.

Revenue per share has also continued to grow strongly

and the Board is able to recommend another double digit

dividend increase.

In my interim statement I updated shareholders on the

change of fund manager from Henderson to Thames

River Capital. Six months further on, I can report that the

Board is pleased with the new relationship and that our

fund management team is finding the new environment

both productive and stimulating. Two matters were

outstanding when I wrote to you last November. The first

was the transition of the PEP, ISA and Share Plan

schemes and the second, the question of the name of the

Trust. I comment on both these later in my statement, and

in particular I should like to draw shareholders’ attention to

my letter on the subject of the name change, which is

enclosed with this report and accounts.

Performance

In the year ended 31 March 2005, the Trust’s asset value

per share rose by 28.4% to 145.1p and the share price

increased by 35.3% to 128.5p. These increases compare

with a rise of 24.6% in our benchmark index over the same

period. The annual total returns, which include the value of

the dividends paid during the period, were 31.1% for the net

asset value, 38.5% for the share price and 29.1% for the

benchmark. Property equities outperformed general equity

Peter Salsbury BSc Chairman
24 May 2005
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Revenue

The revenue earnings per share for the year are 2.85p per

share, a rise of 13.5% over the 2.51p per share reported

last year. Gross revenue rose by 7.7%. Interest costs rose

due to greater average borrowings and higher base rates,

and management fees rose as the shareholders’ funds

grew. Net revenue after tax was only 2.4% higher, but the

weighted average number of shares used to calculate the

per share revenue declined by 9.9%.

Revenue earnings per share have risen by 102%, or 15.1%

compound, from the 1.41p per share in the year to March 2000.

Our managers have advised the Board that they anticipate the

Trust’s revenue per share will increase in the current year in the

absence of unforeseen circumstances, and that the rate of

growth in percentage terms is likely to be in the order of 10% 

to 15%. I should add the caveat that, as over 80% of our income

is derived from dividends paid on our shareholdings, such a

forecast is made on assumptions about the timing and extent 

of dividend payments over which our managers have no control.

Dividend

The Board is recommending to shareholders a final

dividend of 1.55p per share, an increase of 10.7% over

markets over the year in which the total return on the FTSE

All Share Index was 15.6%. Included in our performance

figures are the returns from our direct property holdings

which produced an ungeared total return of 13.4% over the

year. Holding direct property in the Trust gives our managers

valuable insight into trends in the UK commercial property

market, so aiding equity investment, and, though the direct

portfolio retards overall performance in years when equity

price growth is strong, the opposite has been true in years

when equity markets offered neutral or negative returns.

Five years ago, at the end of March 2000, the share price

and the net asset value per share were 45.25p and

56.52p respectively. The growth in the intervening period

has been 184% and 157%, equivalent to 23.2% and

20.8% compound growth per annum. In September 2001

the benchmark was changed to the current one from the

FTSE Real Estate Index, and on a composite basis, the

benchmark growth has been 104% or 15.3% p.a.

compound over the five year period, while the benchmark

we discarded has grown by only 83% (12.9% p.a.

compound). Gluttons for numerical punishment may also

wish to be reminded that the All Share Index has fallen by

21% in the same five years.

Composite Benchmark Index TR Property Share Price TR Property Net Asset Value
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Index of TR Property net asset value and share price compared with a composite benchmark index comprising the
FTSE Real Estate Index (for the period 31 March 1995 to 30 September 2001) and the S&P/Citigroup European
Property Index (for the period 1 October 2001 to 31 March 2005)

Ten Year Performance

Chairman’s Statement continued
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therefore unhedged. Over the financial year the Euro rose

against the Pound by 2.6%, increasing the value of the

Trust’s overseas assets by some £5.2m, equivalent to

1.50p per share.

Board

I am pleased to report the appointment of Peter Wolton

who joined the Board as a non-executive director in

January 2005. Peter has been involved in the fund

management industry for many years latterly as CEO of

Baring Asset Management Limited. Further details of his

background are shown on page 21.

Management Personnel and Awards

At the interim stage I reported that Chris Turner, Marcus

Phayre-Mudge and James Wilkinson had joined the staff

of our new investment managers, Thames River Capital, at

the start of October 2004. Joanne Elliott, our finance

manager from 1996 until last September, rejoined the

team in January 2005. In April, Nicola Williamson was

recruited to assist with investor relations. Shareholders,

including Share Plan, PEP and ISA holders, can contact

Nicola directly or via the website.

During the last six months the Trust has received awards

from Investment Week for Best Specialist Investment

Trust of 2004 and from Observer Money for Best Large

Trust of the Year 2005.

Share Plan, PEP and ISA Schemes

In my interim statement I commented that Henderson

had agreed to continue as plan managers up to the end

of the 2004/2005 tax year, and that a selection process

for a new manager was in hand. In February we

appointed BNP Paribas Fund Services UK Limited to

replace Henderson as plan managers. PEP, ISA and

Share Plan holders have all been given the opportunity of

remaining with Henderson and switching to other funds,

or moving their holdings to the new schemes. I should

like to apologise to those shareholders involved in the

transition for the amount of paperwork involved. The

tiresome transition process has now been successfully

completed, and I am delighted to report that the vast

majority (over 3,000) of holders have transferred to the

new schemes.

Chairman’s Statement continued

the final dividend of 1.40p per share paid last year.

Together with the interim dividend of 1.30p per share

already paid this produces a total payment of 2.85p per

share for the year, a 14.0% increase over the total of

2.50p per share paid last year.

Share Repurchases

Our managers, acting on the Board’s instructions, bought

back a total of 8.05 million shares for cancellation during

the year, reducing the outstanding equity by 2.3%. The

total cost of these shares including fees and stamp duty

was £9.01m – an average price of 111.9p per share.

These transactions added some £1.16m or 0.33p per

share to the Trust’s total return for the year.

We first took powers to buy back shares for cancellation in

1999. Since then our managers have bought back for

cancellation a total of just under 25% of the outstanding

capital. These repurchases have improved the Trust’s

returns per share and have helped to manage the discount.

They also served to reduce the size of the Trust in a period

when we have seen depletion of our investment universe.

This is illustrated by the fact that, of our forty top equity

investments at March 2000, eighteen have since been

taken private or been acquired by other businesses. The

potential for excellent investment performance is made

more difficult if the Trust grows unchecked in a period

when suitable investment opportunities are becoming

scarcer. With this in mind the managers have continuing

instructions to repurchase shares for cancellation at an

appropriate discount to asset value.

Net Debt, Gearing and Currencies

The year started and finished with net debt of £81m,

though throughout most of the period the net debt figure

was lower. In percentage terms gearing declined from

20% to 16% of net assets due to the growth in

shareholders’ funds over the year. In the current, less

certain economic outlook, the Trust’s gearing level is

expected to be between 10% and 25% over the coming

six months.

In accordance with the Board’s long term policy, all our

debt continues to be denominated in Sterling and the

Trust’s exposure to foreign currency movements is
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economic conditions that the investment market could

continue to rise even in a vacuum. Tempting but wrong.

The outlook for the global economy has grown more

uncertain since the start of 2005. Global interest rate

expectations are caught between concern for rising

inflation and weakening consumer confidence. This is

sure to have an effect on future tenant demand.

Some property company share prices, particularly those in

the UK, have reacted to this recent uncertainty and

discounts to asset value have emerged again. Your

managers have reduced gearing recently and are looking

to lower their exposure to other stocks, particularly those

on the Continent, where significant premiums to asset

value still apply. Over the last three years we have

deliberately reduced the size of our direct property

portfolio to enjoy the higher beta offered by real estate

securities. Our managers will now be looking to reinvest in

this area of the portfolio if suitable opportunities arise.

Chairman’s Statement continued

The Name of the Trust

In my interim statement I noted that the terms of the

former management agreement with Henderson

placed on the Board an obligation to call an EGM at

which your directors are contractually bound to

recommend to shareholders that the name of the Trust

be changed in such a way that the initials “TR” no longer

form part of the title of the Trust. This EGM will be held

immediately after the Trust’s AGM on 19 July. Enclosed

with these accounts is a formal notice of the meeting

together with a covering letter. I urge all shareholders
to read my letter, consider the matter and to
exercise their vote.

Outlook

The length and strength of the bull market in commercial

property investment has been very impressive, and even

now the upward path in values continues. It is tempting to

believe that investors in real estate are so impervious to
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Introduction

It has been a remarkable year in global property capital

markets. Investment demand for buildings and for

property securities has been dominated by investors with

an insatiable desire for high initial income. Money flows

have been extraordinary and reports suggest that a

significant quantity of allocated funds exist which their

owners have been unable to invest. The parlous state of

occupational demand seems to have been entirely

ignored. Only empty buildings have been unloved, and

even they have often found ready buyers for residential

conversion. Initial yields have fallen everywhere for both

commercial property and property shares, and, as in the

bond market, yield spreads have narrowed so that junk

has outperformed prime. I cannot recall any previous

period when time spent on analysis of the longer term

risk and reward was apparently so wasted.

We succeeded in beating our benchmark last year. We

were overweight UK shares throughout the year believing

that the UK direct property market returns would be

stronger than European returns (correct) and that this,

combined with the hopes for a UK REIT, would lead to UK

stocks outperforming (wrong). We held overweight

positions in the leading retail property owning companies

thinking that, however poor consumer confidence became,

it could not be worse than office tenant demand (correct)

and that this would lead to these stocks outperforming

(wrong). We tended to sell shares standing at premiums to

what we judged to be the net asset value, and to reinvest

in stocks where discounts to asset value were still

apparent – thinking that value investment was still an

Manager’s Report

Chris Turner Fund Manager
24 May 2005
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Manager’s Report continued

appropriate. That way we can capture the discount to our

asset value that the weakest seller of the moment is

prepared to accept, and share the gain created amongst

the remaining owners of the Trust.

Physical Property Market Background

Very strong investor demand for income producing

commercial property investments has persisted throughout

the last twelve months right across Europe. Buying interest

has come from a multitude of sources – institutions,

pension funds, private investors, venture capital funds etc.

– and from all corners of the globe. The UK was the best

performing country with a total return for calendar 2004 of

18.3% of which 12% was capital growth. March to March

total returns have slackened slightly to 18% p.a., but initial

yields, which have fallen over the period from 6.4% to

5.7%, continue to decline and there is still a significant

weight of capital awaiting investment both here and on the

Continent. Meanwhile UK rental growth is still very muted

with current year on year figures of +3.9% for retail, +1%

for industrials and +0.3% for offices. We suspect that the

momentum of yield shift is beginning to flag, particularly for

second rate assets, and we are forecasting a total return

from UK property assets of 12% in the current year,

implying a much lower rate of capital growth in the second

half of 2005. On the Continent, property market total

returns in 2004 were markedly below the UK result with

only Ireland (+11.5%) and France (+10.1%) getting into

double figures, and the other countries (where statistics

are available) all showed returns in the 5% to 10% range.

important criterion for all investors. This was also wrong;

generally across Europe the higher the initial yield offered

by a share, the higher the premium to asset value that the

share rose to. Our portfolio turnover was again modest. We

had no truly outstanding share gains and, of our major

holdings, the Big Yellow Group was the best performer with

a 52% gain. Equally we had no disasters, and over 99% of

the portfolio showed share price gains on the year.

Shareholders’ funds rose by more than 25% even after

share repurchases and totalled more than £500m for the

first time, while gross assets approached £600m. While

size has its advantages – greater liquidity in the shares,

more resources etc. – it also has its disadvantages. TR

Property is now one of the top twenty UK investment

trusts by size, but its mandate is to invest in only a very

small specialist sector of Pan-European stock markets.

Many of our best long term investment opportunities have

been in smaller companies and illiquid stocks. The bigger

the fund the harder it becomes to make such investments

on a scale that makes a difference. Our size would not be

a problem if our investment universe had grown at the

same pace as the portfolio. Unfortunately the opposite has

happened. Over the last five years a constant flow of

quoted real estate companies have been taken off UK

and European stock markets via takeovers. While our

performance has benefitted from these takeovers, each

one only served to narrow the choice for reinvestment. As

the Chairman has noted, we think the best way to avoid

investment obesity is to actively buy back shares when

Valuation Purchases Sales Valuation

2004 Proceeds Appreciation 2005

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 %

Belgium 6,517 484 8 623 7,616 1.27 

Finland 1,379 438 52 460 2,225 0.37 

France 54,328 12,215 17,592 22,106 71,057 11.90

Germany 3,440 – – 1,376 4,816 0.81

Italy 7,873 827 – 2,313 11,013 1.84

Netherlands 53,083 6,936 5,538 8,172 62,653 10.49

Spain 15,628 4,800 2,593 6,862 24,697 4.13 

Sweden 17,743 5,792 – 7,269 30,804 5.16 

Switzerland 2,326 914 – 317 3,557 0.60

Continental Europe 162,317 32,406 25,783 49,498 218,438 36.57 

Direct Property 68,760 11,353 30,356 5,208 54,965 9.20 

UK 255,189 48,015 40,509 61,250 323,945 54.23 

Total 486,266 91,774 96,648 115,956 597,348 100.00 

Changes in Investments
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The primary drivers for this huge investor demand are the

search for yield with potential inflation protection (which

bonds do not provide), the desire for portfolio

diversification away from equities and, dare I say it, the

desire to follow an investment fashion. As the Chairman

has noted, we need to consider the downside potential for

this investor demand. In the short term the UK and

Eurozone economic outlook suggest that interest rates will

be stable or decline over the summer, but if thereafter

interest rates increase due to a rise in inflationary

expectations, the positive yield gap between real estate

and bonds will be diminished or expunged unless property

yields also rise. Rising yields will lower capital values

unless the market can foresee an early and sustained

burst of rental growth. Unfortunately such rental growth

demands a level of economic and workforce expansion

not currently to be seen or forecast even in the UK.

Offices

We saw the first tentative signs of improved demand for

offices last autumn. Since then leasing activity has

continued to improve very gradually and gross turnover

numbers have risen in most locations. However the market

is still patchy and far from robust. In a few selected

locations – the West End of London and Central Madrid –

rising demand has reduced vacancy rates to a level where

landlord incentives have diminished and asking rents have

risen slowly. Elsewhere the improvement in demand has,

as yet, only served to stabilise vacancy rates and curb

reductions in asking rents. Looking ahead we expect the

improvement in specific markets to be closely tied to

economic activity and to job creation. In the City of

London and M25 markets, vacancy rates are stable and

turnover has risen, but as yet there is no sign that rents

are improving. We think the M25 market is the more likely

of the two to recover first. On the Continent we expect

German and Dutch markets, some of which have vacancy

rates close to 20%, to be very slow to improve. Paris

should be an early gainer, as it has one of the lowest

office vacancy rates at just over 6%, but job creation there

is still weak and there are signs that rental values may

have started to slide again this spring. Across Europe

development activity remains muted, though some

speculative schemes have recently been started.

Retail Property

Weak consumer demand is now prevalent in almost all

European economies and retail property demand, which

has been reasonably buoyant over the past four years,

now faces a tougher environment. The room for “headline”

gloom is considerable, but we think that good quality

shopping centres should remain resilient. They have

continued to attract more shoppers and seen faster like

for like turnover growth than high streets, and we think it

is the latter locations where rents may come under

pressure. We expect retail warehouse rental growth, which

has been the strongest of all sectors in the market over

the last five years, to plateau.

Manager’s Report continued

Investment Portfolio as at 31 March 2005

Market
Value
£’000

Land Securities 68,529

British Land 45,024

Hammerson 33,260 

Rodamco Europe (Netherlands) 25,994

Slough Estates 24,375

Castellum (Sweden) 24,326 

Liberty International 24,088

Big Yellow Group 22,870 

St Modwen Properties 22,026 

Unibail (France) 19,520 

Gecina (France) 16,365

Metrovacesa (Spain) 13,467

Corio (Netherlands) 11,569

Fonciere des Regions (France) 11,379

Market
Value
£’000

Klepierre (France) 11,049

Vastned Retail (Netherlands) 9,915

Grainger Trust 9,055

Inmobiliaria Colonial (Spain) 7,960 

Eurocommercial Properties (Netherlands) 7,844

Quintain Estates & Developments 7,196 

Pillar Property Group 6,544

Derwent Valley 6,270 

Capital & Regional 6,186 

Beni Stabili (Italy) 6,017 

Cofinimmo (Belgium) 5,999

Wereldhave (Netherlands) 5,433 

Bail Investissement Fonciere (France) 5,357 

Market
Value
£’000

Kungsleden (Sweden) 5,248

Brixton 5,115

Pirelli Real Estate (Italy) 4,997 

London Merchant Securities 4,738

Rugby Estates 4,589

Silic (France) 4,509

Helical Bar 4,394

Ashtenne Holdings 3,919

IVG Immobilien (Germany) 3,593 

PSP Swiss Property (Switzerland) 3,557 

Urbis (Spain) 3,270 

Development Securities 2,677 

CLS 2,616 

The 40 largest quoted investments amount to £510,839,000 or 86% of total investments (convertibles and all classes of equity in any one company being treated as

one investment)
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0.3%
Unquoted
investments

89.8%
Equities

9.2%
Investment
properties

0.7%
Convertibles

as at 31 March 2005

Manager’s Report continued

Classification of Investments

as at 31 March 2005 2005 2004 2004

£’000 % £’000 %

Equities 535,968 89.8 411,623 84.7

Convertibles 4,337 0.7 3,957 0.8

Fixed interest – – 22 –

Unquoted investments 2,078 0.3 1,904 0.4

Investment properties 54,965 9.2 68,760 14.1

Total investments 597,348 100.0 486,266 100.0

Storage and Industrial Property

Industrial and storage rents generally remained stable in

Western Europe in 2004 despite the low level of economic

growth. Structural change in the pattern of logistics

demand is benefitting industrial demand, but the recent

downturn in consumer spending, combined with a ready

availability of developable sites, leads us to anticipate that

rents will remain flat at best in the coming year.

Residential Property

As shareholders will be well aware, the UK residential

market has turned from a state of euphoric buoyancy last

summer to one of fragile uncertainty today. At the interim

stage I commented that a short sharp price re-adjustment

seemed more likely than a long slow price decline. This has

not proved to be correct so far, and our current thinking is

that the market is now set for an extended period of

subdued activity with prices shading lower quarter by

quarter. The portfolio exposure to UK residential property is

very modest. We hold no housebuilding shares, and we

completed the sale of our residential development site in

Battersea for £7m last January.

In the Eurozone west of the Rhine and in Sweden, very

low interest rates, combined with changes to mortgage

lending rules, continue to fuel double digit house price

growth. In Germany, where home ownership is still below

50%, prices are no more than static. A large quantity of

German let housing has recently changed hands with US

venture capitalists buying portfolios in the hope that

Germans will eventually catch the passion for burdening

themselves with debt. I remain sceptical.

Property Share Background

UK property shares had a good year with a total return of

25%, but nevertheless slightly underperformed our

benchmark which returned 29% in Sterling terms. This was

surprising given that the actual underlying UK property

market produced a much higher total return than its

Continental counterparts. We were overweight UK shares

throughout the year and performance suffered as a result.

The delay and hesitation over the introduction of UK REITs

had some impact in holding back stocks, but what we really

misread was the degree to which investors would chase

the higher yielding tax transparent Continental stocks

oblivious of the fact that many of these shares stand at

significant (15%+) premiums to asset value.

Corporate activity was again a significant feature of

property share markets over the year. In the UK, Canary

Wharf and Chelsfield finally departed last May, and NHP

went at Christmas. Currently there are agreed cash bids

for Ashtenne and Tops Estates (the Trust has overweight

holdings in both). In France two large tax free companies,

Fonciere Lyonnaise and Gecina, which together had gross

assets of over e10 billion, have fallen to cash bids from

Spanish property investment companies.

The two best performing property share markets were

Sweden and Spain where total returns were 57% and

53%. In neither country do property shares have tax

transparency and the cause of the performance in both

locations was corporate activity. We were overweight

French property shares throughout the year and they

returned 44%, thanks both to corporate activity and to

investors’ demand for income. German property shares

rose 35% spurred by hopes that German REIT legislation

will be enacted in 2006. We have long been underweight

in this area, and cannot raise any enthusiasm to buy,

believing that German real estate has a poor outlook
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Manager’s Report continued

whether tax free or taxed. The two worst performing

property share markets were Austria and Belgium.

UK REITs

The potential introduction of a UK REIT structure for UK

property companies was first mooted by the Government

in late 2003. Since then the Treasury has produced a

consultation paper (May 2004), held widespread talks

across the industry and now written a discussion paper

(March 2005). Progress has been slow and UK property

share investors, while remaining optimistic and

enthusiastic, still have little feel for the likely outcome.

Investment Activity and Distribution of Assets

After making few changes to the equity portfolio in the

first half of the year, we were a little more active in the

second half and turnover (purchases plus sales divided by

two) in the year totalled £94m, equivalent to just under

20% of the mean between the opening and closing equity

holdings in the portfolio – the same percentage as in the

year to March 2004. The distribution of assets also

remained very similar (as is shown in the table on page

15). The proportion of the fund held in direct property

declined from 14% to 9% and this reflected our top down

view of potential value changes last year.

The see-through spread of the Trust’s assets is on page

13. The table shows the geographic location of property

represented in each of our equity and direct property

holdings. This is calculated by analysing the underlying

spread of the portfolios of each company in which we

invest and attributing to the Trust the relevant percentage

of the properties, based on the percentage of the equity of

each company owned. The table also shows the see-

through portfolio for our benchmark index. The table

shows that the retail weighting remains above the

benchmark level (44% versus 38%) and the office

weighting below the benchmark level (35% versus 41%).

Despite the current gloom surrounding retail sales, and

the ever present issues of operational gearing, input cost

savings and improved operational efficiencies are going

some way to mitigating weakening consumer confidence.

Largest Equity Investments

Shareholders will find comments on the activity, yield and

performance of our top twenty investments set out on pages

16 and 17. The list remains very similar to last year. I said

then that by inclination I prefer small and medium sized

property companies, and then admitted that the current top

seven of our equity investments are the seven largest

property companies in the UK and Europe. The position is

not quite as extreme this year, but the top seven are still

represented in our top ten. There are several reasons for this.

Major shopping centres, which I am keen to hold on a see-

through basis, tend, because of their size, only to be owned

by large investment companies. Meanwhile smaller property

companies tend to thrive best in development and trading,

neither of which are activities which make much economic

sense at the current time. Lastly, if tax transparent UK REITs

are successfully introduced in the UK, I believe the large

companies will be the first to transfer into the new regime

and I hope that this will benefit their share prices.

Revenue

The revenue earnings per share rose by 13.5% on a post

tax revenue increase of only 2.4%. The substantial

difference in these figures is explained by the effect of

share repurchases – slightly higher income is shared by

10% fewer shares. Looking at the detail, our UK franked

dividend income increased by an abnormal 25% to £6.4m.

The explanation behind this exceptional jump is that the

previous year’s UK dividend income number was

depressed by £0.7m when the ex-dividend dates of two

large payments moved from March 2004 to April 2004.

Adjusting for this, UK dividend income still rose by a

healthy 10.7%. Our overseas, unfranked income was 9.4%

higher and this increase would also have been over 10%

but for another substantial dividend payment (from

Wereldhave) moving from March to April. In line with our

expectations, rental income fell by 15% to £2.9m

reflecting the sales of our directly held property in both

2003 and 2004. Management fees rose due to the

growth in shareholders’ funds which has occurred over the

last two years, however, when management fees (ex-

performance fees) and administration expenses are taken

together as the cost of operating the Trust, the overall cost

has reduced from 0.85% of average funds under

management in 2004 to 0.78% in 2005.

The effective tax rate increased from 13.8% in 2004 to

15.2% in 2005. In 2004 we benefitted from the
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opportunity to utilise some brought forward losses which

could not be repeated in 2005.

Next year the interim and final accounts will be prepared

under the new International Financial Reporting Standards.

These are still under discussion with the standard setting

bodies but there are likely to be significant changes to the

presentation and content of the accounts.

Gearing and Debenture Debt

Borrowing costs increased by 15.6% in 2005 due to

higher absolute levels of debt through the year

compared to 2004, as well as higher interest rates. The

year started and finished with net debt of around £81m,

though throughout most of the period the net debt figure

was lower. In percentage terms gearing declined from

20% to 16% due to the growth in the shareholders’

funds over the year. In the current, less certain economic

outlook, the Trust’s gearing level is expected to be

between 5% and 20% over the coming six months.

As in previous years I would ask shareholders to note

that some £40m of our present debt is in the form of

two debentures with coupons of 8.125% and 11.5%,

repayable in 2008 and 2016 respectively. The market

value of this debenture debt was £48.5m at the year end

representing a negative value of some 2.6p per share

which is not incorporated in the stated asset value.

During the year the Trust was offered an opportunity to

repurchase the £15m 11.5% Debenture 2016 for a

premium of about £8m. After consultation it was decided

not to take up this opportunity principally because we

could see no reasonably short or medium chance to use

the capital loss created by the buy-back.

The portfolio’s see-through gearing, which takes account

of our own debt and adds in the proportionate debt of all

our equity investments, was 99% at March 2005 –

virtually unchanged from the 100% figure at March 2004.

Direct Property Portfolio

As already noted our direct property portfolio reduced from

14% to 9% of total assets over the year and is now a smaller

proportion of the overall portfolio than it has been for some

years. This reduction has been in line with planned strategy

but has also been a consequence of the rapid increase in the

Benchmark TR Property

UK

City Offices 7.3 8.1

West End Offices 5.8 5.8

West End Retail 1.8 1.9

Docklands 0.2 0.2

GLC/SE Offices 1.4 3.0

Provincial Offices 0.8 0.6

In Town Retail 10.5 12.5

Supermarkets 1.7 1.8

Retail Warehouses 5.7 6.5

Out of Town Retail 3.9 6.8

SE Industrials 4.6 4.5

Other Industrials 1.7 2.3

Leisure 0.8 0.9

Residential 2.4 3.8

Other 1.8 1.8

Total UK 50.4 60.5

Non UK

Austria 2.4 0.2

Belgium 3.6 2.0

Central Europe 1.0 0.2

Finland 1.3 0.7

France Retail 4.8 5.1

France Offices 6.7 7.2

France Residential 1.1 1.5

France Other 0.4 0.4

Germany 2.6 1.0

Italy 4.0 3.4

Netherlands Business Space 1.9 0.8

Netherlands Retail 2.2 2.4

Netherlands Residential 0.1 0.2

Spain 5.7 4.9

Sweden Offices 4.4 3.3

Sweden Retail 1.1 1.9

Sweden Other 1.7 2.2

Switzerland 2.4 0.7

USA 1.1 0.9

Elsewhere 1.1 0.5

Total 100.0 100.0

Summary

Offices 40.5 34.9

Retail 37.7 43.8

Industrial 9.4 9.9

Residential 8.4 7.8

Other 4.0 3.6

See-Through Portfolio by Market (%)*

*Combines the underlying property from the Trust‘s shareholdings and direct
property holdings.
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value of our equities portfolio, which has significantly

outstripped the rise in the value of the direct market.

The portfolio generated a total return of 13.4%, made up

of an income return of 4.9% and capital growth of 8.5%.

This compares with the Investment Property Databank

Monthly Index return (for the year to the end of March

2005) of 18%, split between 6.5% income return and

11.5% capital growth. Once again, retail was the top

performer in terms of IPD sectors, generating a total return

of 20.0% against industrial at 16.9% and offices at 14.1%.

The Trust’s performance was held back by three factors: the

lack of substantial directly held retail exposure (which we take

through equities), a reduction in income at the development

properties at Piccadilly and Battersea, both of which were

cleared of tenants in the run up to their sale in the first half of

the year, and thirdly, by the usual costs in acquiring properties

at Lloyd’s Avenue in the City of London and Liphook,

Hampshire. The sales of Piccadilly and Battersea were in line

with the Trust’s strategy not to expose itself to development

risk. However, in each case, the Trust has the right to

participate in future development profits through an overage

agreement negotiated with both purchasers.

The Trust’s current portfolio is predominantly comprised of

office and industrial property. We remain of the view that we

can target those areas of the retail market that we favour

more effectively through the shares of listed retail investors

than by owning retail property directly. Furthermore, the best

retail performance has come from out of town retail and

shopping centres, which tend to be too large and specialist

to be appropriate investments for the Trust.

The valuation of the Trust’s own portfolio reflected

conditions in the wider market. The yields applied to long

let properties generating strong income flows, such as at

Woking and Cambridge, have fallen. Conversely, we have

experienced first hand the difficult office leasing market;

at Bayswater we have 8,000 sq ft of available office

accommodation converted from surplus storage space.

On a more positive note, in December we completed a

new lease of the Trust’s warehouse in Swindon, only 6

months after the expiry of the bank guarantee provided

by the original tenant, who went into receivership in

2002. At Lloyd’s Avenue, we have managed a steady

flow of leasing deals by keeping asking rents low and

acknowledging the weight of supply rather than holding

out for rental growth which may be slow in coming.

The Trust acquired two properties during the year. We

reported the purchase of 6 Lloyd’s Avenue, a multi-let

office building in the insurance quarter of the City of

London, in our interim report to shareholders. In February

this year we completed the purchase of a small office

property in Liphook, Hampshire for just over £1m. The

property was 60% let to a single tenant, with the

remaining space vacant. Since purchase, we have

refurbished the vacant space and secured a letting of

half of it. Capital returns at both these properties have

more than made up for the costs of acquisition.

Since the year end we have made a significant purchase of a

64,000 sq ft office building in the centre of Slough

for £11.1m. The building was completed in 2002 but has

been vacant since then. We believe that the Slough office

market is now at, or close to, the bottom of the cycle and that

the investment offers excellent potential returns for the Trust.

The unifying strand running through these three

purchases is the cost per square foot. In each case, we

have paid less than the reinstatement cost of the building,

which is equivalent to saying that we have bought these

buildings at less than cost and received the freehold land

they sit on for no consideration.

We have 82,000 sq ft of vacant office space to let at The

Colonnades, Lloyd’s Avenue, Liphook and now at Slough,

all of which we have created or bought rather than had

put back to us. Leasing this will be our number one

priority this year. The prices we have paid for this space

assume lengthy void periods and that rent free periods will

be offered to tenants. Our current revenue projections for

the Trust do assume that none of this space produces any

income in the current financial year. Fully let and income

producing, this vacant space could produce £1.5m p.a.

Unquoted Investments

I am pleased to report that the final disposal of our

remaining unquoted investment, Controlrun, was completed

shortly after the year end. We made no fresh investment in

unquoted companies during the year but we continue to

evaluate certain propositions.
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Outlook

The excellent performance of property relative to other asset

classes over the past five years has continued into 2005.

The sheer weight of money awaiting investment in real estate

across Europe will ensure that pricing remains keen for

months to come. The interest rate environment, which

threatened to become stormy earlier this year, has calmed

down as economic growth forecasts have been trimmed. This

is a happy turn of events for the property investment market.

We must be constantly on guard to spot danger signals. The

outlook for tenant demand must be crucial in assessing the

long term merit of any real estate investment, and here the

signal is only on amber and threatening to turn red again.

As noted above, the Trust has been buying empty or part

empty office property over the last year, and we have had

success in lettings because we can offer good quality space

at bargain prices and still achieve a good return on our

investment. Many property buyers are failing to realise that

buildings depreciate, and that renewing leases and reletting

property is a hazardous and time consuming business.

We enter the new financial year with the future looking

harder to predict than usual. If bond yields continue to fall,

the property investment market could have another

excellent year ahead in absolute terms and relative to other

equities. But I am in a sceptical frame of mind. We have

lowered our balance sheet gearing since the start of the

current financial year and our portfolio positions in larger

companies give us comfort that liquidity is decent. As a long

only fund we do not pursue absolute returns, and must rely

on our wits to outperform both rising and falling markets.

Europe 36.6%

UK Securities 54.2%

UK Property 9.2%

as at 31 March 2005

Total
Overseas: 36.6%

Total
United Kingdom: 63.4%

Distribution of Investments

as at 31 March 2005 2005 2004 2004

£’000 % £’000 %

UK Securities – quoted 321,867 53.9 253,285 52.1

UK Securities – unquoted 2,078 0.3 1,904 0.4

UK Investment properties 54,965 9.2 68,760 14.1

UK Total 378,910 63.4 323,949 66.6

Europe 218,438 36.6 162,317 33.4

Total investments 597,348 100.0 486,266 100.0

as at 31 March 2005
Office and Industrial and
mixed use Retail business space Residential Total

West End of London 32.2 – – 0.4 32.6

City of London 16.9 – – – 16.9

Around the M25 17.8 – – – 17.8

Other South East 2.6 – 15.9 – 18.5

Remainder of UK 14.2 – – – 14.2

Total 83.7 – 15.9 0.4 100.0

Spread of Direct Portfolio by Capital Value (%)

Portfolio Summary
as at 31 March 2005 Gross rental income

less than 1 year (including voids) 20%

1 to 3 years 6%

4 to 5 years 21%

6 to 10 years 8%

11 to 15 years 30%

Over 15 years 15%

Lease Lengths within the Direct Property Portfolio
as at 31 March

2005 2004 2003

Total investments £597m £486m £359m
Net assets £503m £401m £304m

UK quoted property shares 54% 52% 45%
Overseas quoted property stocks 37% 33% 34%

Direct property
(externally valued) 9% 14% 20%
Unquoted investments 
(including loans) – 1% 1%

TR Property Investment Trust 15
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Value (£m)
% of Gross Assets
% of equity owned
Share price at Comment 
31 March 2005 Note: Market caps, yields and share price returns all at end March 2005.

1. Land Securities £68.5m Europe’s largest quoted property company by market capitalisation with an all
(UK) 11.5% UK portfolio concentrated on retail centres and parks (58% of assets) and

1.1% Central London offices (33%). Its Trillium subsidiary is a market leader in
1293p property outsourcing. Member of FTSE 100 Index. Gearing is 74%. Yield

3.1%. The five year share price total return has been 112%.

2. British Land £45.0m Europe’s largest quoted property company measured by gross assets, with a UK
(UK) 7.5% portfolio concentrated on City of London offices (28%) and retail property (56%).

1.1% Gearing is currently around 65% and the dividend yield is 1.9%. Member of
804p FTSE 100 Index. Yield 2.1%. The five year share price total return has been 126%.

3. Hammerson £33.3m Based in London, this active investment and development business holds a
(UK) 5.6% portfolio of UK shopping centres and retail parks (50% of total assets),

1.4% Central London offices (16%), Paris shopping centres (16%) and Central
832p Paris offices (12%). Gearing is currently around 65% and the net dividend

yield is 2.2%. The five year share price total return has been 135%.

4. Rodamco Europe £26.0m Headquartered in Rotterdam, this tax transparent company is the largest 
(Netherlands) 4.4% quoted property company in the Eurozone. It owns a portfolio of high quality 

0.7% shopping centres mainly located in Holland (37%), France (17%), Spain and
d57.70 Sweden and is investing in Eastern Europe. Gearing is 65%. Gross yield

5.5%. The five year share price total return has been 127%.

5. Slough Estates £24.4m Based in Slough, the company develops and owns office and industrial business
(UK) 4.1% parks principally in the UK, though it also operates as a developer and investor in

1.2% California, Paris, Brussels and Germany. Gearing is currently around 65% and
488p the dividend yield is 3.5%. The five year share price total return has been 67%.

6. Castellum £24.3m Based in Gothenburg, Castellum owns a higher yielding mixed commercial
(Sweden) 4.1% portfolio of some 500 properties located in Central and Southern Sweden.

3.3% Market cap £560m. Gross yield 4.4%. Gearing is 80%. The five year share
SEK231.25 price total return has been 291%.

7. Liberty International £24.1m London based investment company specialising in ownership and
(UK) 4.0% management of major shopping centres, including the Lakeside Centre at 

0.8% Thurrock, the Metrocentre at Gateshead, and Braehead at Glasgow. Member 
964p of FTSE 100 Index. Gearing is 64%. Net yield 2.9%. The five year share

price total return has been 173%.

8. Big Yellow Group £22.9m Based in Bagshot, the company owns and operates 33 self storage centres 
(UK) 3.8% primarily in London and the South East, with a further 11 stores committed.

11.3% During the year the company entered the FTSE Real Estate Index. Gearing is 
202p around 60% and the net yield 0.8%. The share price total return has been

68% since flotation in May 2000.

9. St Modwen Properties £22.0m This Birmingham based company now operates nationwide specialising in the
(UK) 3.7% rejuvenation of tired retail property and in the rehabilitation of brownfield sites.

5.1% Sites owned include part of the Llanwern Steel Works in South Wales, the
355p former Rover site at Longbridge and the Elephant and Castle Shopping

Centre in Southwark. Gearing is 105% and the net yield 2.3%. The five year
share price total return has been 320%.

10. Unibail £19.5m Based in Paris, this active investment and development business holds an all
(France) 3.3% French portfolio concentrated on shopping centres (41%) and Central Paris 

0.7% offices (50%). In January 2005, Unibail made a return of capital to
d91.55 shareholders. Gearing is around 102% and the dividend yield is 4.1%. The

five year share price total return has been 194%.

Twenty Largest Equity Investments
The twenty largest equity investments (convertibles and all classes of equity in any one company being treated as one investment) were

as follows:
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Value (£m)
% of Gross Assets
% of equity owned
Share price at Comment 
31 March 2005 Note: Market caps, yields and share price returns all at end March 2005.

11. Gecina £16.4m Gecina, which has an r8 billion portfolio of offices and residential property 
(France) 2.7% centred on Paris, received an agreed all cash bid from Metrovacesa (see

0.4% below) in March 2005. The dividend yield is 4.1% and gearing around 60%.
d88.13 The five year share price total return has been 99%.

12. Metrovacesa £13.5m Metrovacesa is Spain’s largest quoted property company and is involved in
(Spain) 2.3% commercial investment and development and house building. In March the

0.7% company launched a bid for Gecina (see above) as a result of which it will
d41.27 soon become the owner of a large French portfolio. Gearing is 145% and the

yield 2.8%. The five year share price total return has been 242%.

13. Corio £11.6m This Dutch based tax transparent company owns retail and office property in
(Netherlands) 1.9% Holland (56% of gross assets), France (23%), Italy (14%) and Spain (7%).

0.6% A first investment has been made in Turkey in May 2005. The gross yield is 
d43.13 5.4%. Gearing is 66%. The five year share price total return has been 149%.

14. Fonciere des Regions £11.4m Based in Metz, the company invests in higher yielding office and residential
(France) 1.9% property in regional France. During the past year the business has made

1.7% significant investments in, and taken management control of, two other 
d68.10 quoted French property companies: Bail Investissement and Fonciere des

Murs. Gearing is currently around 120% and the gross yield is 3.9%. The
five year share price total return has been 312%.

15. Klepierre £11.0m Klepierre, based in Paris and majority owned by BNP Paribas, has a Pan-
(France) 1.8% European shopping centre portfolio located in France (48%), Spain, Italy,

0.5% Belgium, Hungary and Greece. Many of its centres adjoin Carrefour 
d69.28 supermarkets. Gearing is 128% and the dividend yield is 3.2%. The five year

share price total return has been 159%.

16. Vastned Retail £9.9m Vastned Retail is a Dutch based tax transparent investment company with a
(Netherlands) 1.7% portfolio of shop units and small to medium sized shopping centres in

1.7% Holland, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy and Portugal. Gearing is 60% and
d54.40 the yield 6.8%. The five year share price total return has been 113%.

17. Grainger Trust £9.1m Based in London, the company is the UK’s largest quoted residential property 
(UK) 1.5% investment company owning a portfolio of some 11,000 let houses and flats 

1.8% nationwide. Gearing is around 103% and the yield 1.3%. The five year share
398p price total return has been 507%.

18. Inmobiliaria Colonial £8.0m This Barcelona based office investment company is half owned by La Caixa,
(Spain) 1.3% the Spanish Bank. Following the purchase of Fonciere Lyonnaise in 2004,

0.6% 50% of Colonial’s portfolio is now invested in Paris offices, 25% in
d37.34 Barcelona offices and the residue in Madrid and in a residential development

landbank. Gearing is 120% and the yield is 2.9%. The five year share price
total return has been 260%.

19. Eurocommercial Properties £7.8m Headquartered in London and listed in Amsterdam, Eurocommercial is a tax 
(Netherlands) 1.3% transparent investment company specialising in shopping centre ownership

1.3% across Europe. The portfolio split is 42% Italy, 35% France, 15% Sweden
d25.92 and 8% Holland. Gearing is 65% and the gross yield is 5.8%. The five year

share price total return has been 113%.

20. Quintain Estates £7.2m A London based investment company and development company which
(UK) 1.2% specialises in major projects. Their current portfolio includes 58 acres 

1.0% surrounding the new Wembley Stadium and a 49% interest in the Dome site
533p at Greenwich. Gearing is 27%, the net yield is 1.7%. The five year share

price total return has been 390%.

Five year share price total returns are from Bloomberg using the period ended 31 March 2005 and are expressed in local currency and assume the

reinvestment of net dividends.

Twenty Largest Equity Investments continued
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Investment Properties as at 31 March 2005

Value in excess of £10 million
Property Sector Tenure Size (sq ft) Principal tenants

6 Lloyd’s Avenue Offices Freehold 34,410 Various
London EC3
We acquired this office building in July 2004. It is let to 21 tenants on short term leases and offers numerous opportunities to add
value. We have completed refurbishment of the lower ground floor and let 60% of the improved space.

Elizabeth House Offices Freehold 54,150 Gallaher
Duke Street
Woking
Located in the centre of Woking, the building is let for 99 years from 1982 with five yearly upwards only rent reviews to
approximately two-thirds of rental value. The property is sublet to TM Group plc until 2023. TM Group have recently completed a
refurbishment of the building.

The Colonnades Mixed Freehold 44,000 NCP
Bishops Bridge Road Use 200 space car park Pizza Express
London W2 242 residential units Bishops Stores Ltd
The property comprises a large mixed-use block in Bayswater, constructed in the mid-1970s. We completed the conversion of 7,000
sq ft of storage space into air-conditioned offices last year. Demand for office space is weak and the space remains vacant.

Cambridge Science Park Offices Leasehold 38,500 Worldpay Ltd
Cambridge 125 years from 1987
Acquired in February 2001, this property was built in 1989 and extensively refurbished in 2000. The tenant, Worldpay Limited, who
occupies by way of a 15 year lease from December 2000, is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Royal Bank of Scotland.

Value in excess of £5 million
Property Sector Tenure Size (sq ft) Principal tenants
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Investment Properties as at 31 March 2005 continued

Value in excess of £5 million continued

Property Sector Tenure Size (sq ft) Principal tenants

Value below £5 million
Property Sector Tenure Size (sq ft) Principal tenants

Unit 3 Industrial Freehold 38,249 Target Express
Interface Business Park Parcels Ltd
Wootton Bassett
The original tenant, Optical Micro Devices Ltd, went into administration in June 2002. We continued to receive rent from a bank
guarantee until June 2004. We concluded a new lease to Target Express Parcels in December 2004.

Exchange House Offices Freehold 9,641 Metoc PLC
Liphook Bettamark (UK) Ltd
We purchased this property in February, at which point it was 40% vacant. We have subsequently refurbished the vacant space and
completed a letting of half of it to Bettamark. We are continuing to market the remaining vacant space.

Locke King House Offices Freehold 5,250 Junction 11 Advertising
Balfour Road Lattice Semiconductor
Weybridge UK Ltd
This converted cottage hospital is let to 2 tenants on leases which expire at the end of 2005. Junction 11 Advertising have been
taken over and will vacate. We are in discussions with Lattice’s sub-tenant regarding a new lease of the entire property.

Ferrier Street Industrial Industrial Freehold 38,500 Wandsworth Borough
Estate, Ferrier Street Council
Wandsworth SW18
Let to Wandsworth Borough Council at 80% of open market value. The estate is fully sublet to 14 tenants. The Council has an
option to take another 25 year lease in 2008. Demand for industrial space in Central London (both from occupiers and investors)
continues to outstrip supply.
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Caroline Burton, age 55, joined the Board of

TRPIT in June 2002. She joined Guardian

Royal Exchange plc’s Investment Department

in 1973 and remained with the group until

1999. From 1987 she was Managing Director

of Guardian Asset Management and from

1990 to 1999 Executive Director –

Investments of the parent company. She is a

non-executive director of Rathbone Brothers

plc, Martin Currie Japan Investment Trust plc

and Teesland Advantage Property Income

Trust Limited. She is also a Member of the

Management Committee of Hermes Property

Unit Trust and of the Service Authority for

NCIS and the National Crime Squad. She

advises a number of pension funds and

charities.

Chris Turner, age 59, has been the Fund

Manager since 1995, first at Henderson Global

Investors then, since October 2004, at Thames

River Capital. Prior to joining Henderson, Chris

was a property share analyst. He qualified as a

Chartered Surveyor in 1970.

Jo Elliott, age 43, has been Finance Manager

since 1995, first at Henderson Global

Investors then, since January 2005, at

Thames River Capital. She qualified with Ernst

& Young as a Chartered Accountant in 1988.

Marcus Phayre-Mudge, age 37, qualified as

a Chartered Surveyor in 1992. He joined

Thames River Capital in October 2004, having

spent the previous 7 years at Henderson

Global Investors, where he also worked on the

Trust, first as the Direct Property Manager

and, since 2002, as Deputy Fund Manager.

James Wilkinson, age 32, qualified as a

Chartered Surveyor in 1998. He joined

Thames River Capital in October 2004, from

Henderson Global Investors. James was

previously at Healey and Baker Investment

Managers where he was an Associate Partner.

He specialises in direct property investment.

Nikki Williamson, age 28, joined Thames

River Capital in 2003. She graduated from

Manchester University in 1999 with a BSc

(Hons) in mathematics and philosophy. She

joined the TRPIT team in April 2005 as

Investor Relations Manager.

John Ellman-Brown, age 46, is the appointed

representative of Henderson Secretarial

Services Limited, the corporate secretary.

Peter Salsbury, age 55, retired in 2000 as

Chief Executive of Marks and Spencer p.l.c.

He now has a Management Consultancy

practice specialising in Executive Coaching

and Strategy. Additionally he serves on the

Council and Strategy Committee of City and

Guilds, and is Chairman of the National

Advisory Council for Business Support. During

his 10 years on the Board at M&S his

responsibilities included Commercial Estates,

Retail Operations, H.R. as well as Sales and

Marketing. He also served on the Board of

M&S Financial Services for 5 years. From

1992 until 1995 he was a Director of

NORWEB plc. He joined the Board of TRPIT

in 1997, and succeeded as Chairman on

26 July 2004.

Jeremy Newsum, age 50, is Group Chief

Executive of Grosvenor and a Trustee of the

Grosvenor Trusts. He is also a Director of

Sonae Sierra (Portugal). He was President of

the British Property Federation for the year

2001/2002, a member of the Assets Committee

of the Church Commissioners from 1993-

2000, and a Director of the French quoted

property company, Société Foncière Lyonnaise,

from 1997-2002. Other roles include acting as a

main Board advisor to Bidwells, Chairman of the

Rector’s Property Advisory Committee and a

member of the Council of Imperial College,

London, Chairman of the Advisory Board to the

Land Economy Department at the University of

Cambridge, and a Trustee of the Urban Land

Institute. He joined the Board in 2002.

Richard Stone, age 62, was Deputy

Chairman of Coopers and Lybrand (C&L) in

1998 and a member of the Global Board of

PricewaterhouseCoopers until he joined the

TRPIT Board in 2000. He headed up C&L’s

Corporate Finance Practice in the UK and

Europe, and was also an Insolvency

Practitioner. He brings a broad base of

business, financial and property experience to

the TRPIT Board. He is now Chairman of

Drambuie Limited, a non-executive director of

Halma plc, a non-executive director of

Candover Investments plc and a non-executive

director of Gartmore Global Trust PLC. He is

Chairman of the TRPIT Audit Committee.

Peter Wolton, age 48, commenced his career

with Savills, qualifying as a Chartered Surveyor

and specialising in institutional investment in

commercial property. He joined Schroders in

1983 where he managed equity portfolios for

pension fund and charity clients. In 1994 he was

seconded to Tokyo to be responsible for

Schroders’ asset management activities in Japan

and, from 1996, was Schroders’ Country Head.

He returned to the UK in 1998 and headed up

Schroders’ retail businesses until 2001. From

2002 to 2003, he was at Baring Asset

Management where he held the position of

Chief Executive of the Investment Management

Group. He is a former director of Schroder

Japan Growth Fund plc, and currently serves on

the Investment Advisory Committees of the

Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) and Queen Mary

and Westfield College (University of London), as

well as doing various consultancy work. He

joined the Board of TRPIT on 31 January 2005.

Directors continued

All directors are independent of the manager and are members of the Audit Committee.
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Introduction
This report is submitted in accordance with the Directors’
Remuneration Report Regulations 2002 in respect of the
year ended 31 March 2005.

Consideration by the Directors of Matters relating to
Directors’ Remuneration
The Board as a whole considers directors’ remuneration.
Accordingly a committee to consider matters relating to
directors’ remuneration has not been appointed. The Board
has not been provided with advice or services by any person
in respect of its consideration of directors’ remuneration.

Statement of the Company’s Policy on Directors’
Remuneration
The Board consists entirely of non-executive directors, who
are appointed with the expectation that they will serve for a
period of three years. Directors’ appointments are reviewed
formally every three years thereafter by the Board as a
whole. None of the directors has a contract of service and a
director may resign by notice in writing to the Board at any
time; there are no notice periods. The Company’s policy is
for the directors to be remunerated in the form of fees,
payable quarterly in arrears, to the director personally or to a
third party specified by that director. There are no long term

incentive schemes, share option schemes or pension
arrangements and the fees are not specifically related to
the directors’ performance, either individually or collectively.

The Company’s policy is that the fees payable to the
directors should reflect the time spent by the Board on
the Company’s affairs and the responsibilities borne by
the directors and should be sufficient to enable
candidates of high calibre to be recruited. The policy is for
the Chairman of the Board to be paid higher fees than the
other directors in recognition of his more onerous role.

For the year ended 31 March 2005, directors’ fees were paid
at the annual rates of Chairman: £25,000 (2004: £25,000)
and Directors: £15,000 (2004: £15,000). The policy is to
review these rates annually in light of the fees paid to the
Boards of other investment trust companies, although such
review will not necessarily result in any change to the rates.
The actual amounts paid to the directors during the financial
year under review are as shown in the box opposite.

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance cover is held by
the Company in respect of the directors.

Performance Graph

By order of the Board

J S Ellman-Brown ACIS
For and on behalf of
Henderson Secretarial Services Limited
Secretary
24 May 2005

Directors’ Remuneration Report

Amount of each Director’s emoluments (audited)

The fees payable in respect of each of the directors who
served during the financial year were as follows:

31 March 31 March
2005 2004

£ £
A Ross Goobey(1) 8,031 25,000
C M Burton 15,000 15,000
J H M Newsum 15,000 15,000
P L Salsbury 21,866 15,000
R A Stone 15,000 15,000
P H Wolton(2) 2,541 –

TOTAL 77,438 85,000

Notes:
(1) Mr Ross Goobey retired from the Board on 26 July 2004.
(2) Mr Wolton joined the Board on 31 January 2005.

No other remuneration, compensation or expenses were
paid or payable by the Company during the year to any of
the current or former directors.

Mr Newsum’s fees are paid to Grosvenor Investments
Limited. The amount so paid was £15,000 + VAT (2004:
£15,000 + VAT).

TR Property share price total return, assuming the
investment of £1,000 on 31 March 2000 and the  
reinvestment of all dividends (excluding dealing expenses)
(Source: Thames River Capital).

Mar
2000

Mar
2001

Mar
2002

Mar
2003

Mar
2004

Mar
2005

S&P/Citigroup European Property Index total return, assuming the
notional investment of £1,000 into the Index on 31 March  
2000 and the reinvestment of all income (excluding
dealing expenses) (Source: Thames River Capital). This is selected
as it is the Company’s benchmark index.

£1,000

£1,500

£2,000

£2,500

£3,000



Property Valuation

Valuations of all the Group's properties as at 31 March

2005 have been carried out by external independent

valuers. These valuations have been adopted in the

accounts. Details of the valuers and changes in fixed

assets are shown in notes 11 and 12 to the accounts.

Directors

Ms C M Burton, Mr J H M Newsum, Mr P L Salsbury and

Mr R A Stone all held office throughout the year.

Mr P H Wolton was appointed a director on 31 January

2005. In accordance with the Articles of Association

therefore, and being eligible, he offers himself for election

at the forthcoming AGM.

Directors’ retirement by rotation and re-election is subject

to the Articles of Association, the Combined Code (as

revised in July 2003) and by reference to the AITC’s Code

of Corporate Governance.

The Articles of Association require that up to one-third of the

directors must retire every year and that every director must

retire by rotation at least every three years. They may then

offer themselves for re-election. The directors retiring by

rotation at the forthcoming AGM are Ms Burton and Mr

Newsum who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

Mr A Ross Goobey retired as Chairman and from the

Board following the conclusion of the AGM held on

26 July 2004.

Directors’ Interests in Shares

The directors’ interests in the share capital of the

Company are shown in the table below:

Report of the Directors

The directors present the audited accounts of the Group

and their report for the year ended 31 March 2005. The

Group comprises TR Property Investment Trust plc (“the

Company”) and a number of subsidiaries.

Principal Activities and Business Review

A review of the business is given in the Chairman's Statement

on pages 4 to 7 and the Manager's Report on pages 8 to 15.

Status

The Company is an investment company, as defined in

Section 266 of the Companies Act 1985, and operates as

an investment trust in accordance with Section 842 of the

Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988. It is required to

seek Inland Revenue approval of its status as an

investment trust under the above-mentioned Section 842

every year, and this approval will continue to be sought.

Inland Revenue approval of the Company’s status as an

investment trust has been received in respect of the year

ended 31 March 2004. The directors are of the opinion

that the Company has subsequently conducted its affairs

in a manner which will enable it to continue to gain such

approval. The Company has no employees and the 'close

company' provisions do not apply.

Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) will be held on

Tuesday 19 July 2005 at 12 noon. The Notice of Meeting

is set out on pages 49 and 50, and an explanation of the

business to be conducted is given on page 51.

Dividends

An interim dividend of 1.30p per share was paid on

7 January 2005.

The directors recommend the payment of a final dividend

of 1.55p per share. Subject to approval at the AGM, the

dividend will be paid on 29 July 2005 to shareholders on

the register at 1 July 2005. The shares will be quoted ex-

dividend from 29 June 2005.

The total dividend for the year is, therefore, 2.85p per share.

Investments

The net asset value per share, after deducting prior charges at

par, was 145.13p compared with the net asset value per share

of 113.07p on 31 March 2004. Details of the investments are

shown within the Manager's Report on pages 8 to 15.

31 March 1 April
2005 2004

Ordinary Ordinary 
shares shares
of 25p of 25p

With beneficial interest:

C M Burton 22,000 22,000

J H M Newsum 31,193 5,154

A Ross Goobey 57,996† 57,996

P L Salsbury 45,000 25,000

R A Stone 80,000 30,000

P H Wolton 7,500 –*

There have been no changes in the directors’ interests between the end of
the financial year and the date of this report.

*as at date of appointment.
†as at date of retirement.

TR Property Investment Trust 23
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There were no contracts subsisting during or at the end of

the year in which a director of the Company is or was

materially interested and which is or was significant in

relation to the Company's business. No director has a

contract of service with the Company.

Directors’ Remuneration

A report on directors’ remuneration is set out on page 22.

Payment of Suppliers

It is the Company's payment policy for the current financial

year to obtain the best possible terms for all business. The

Company agrees with its suppliers the terms on which

business will take place and it abides by these terms.

There were no trade creditors at 31 March 2005.

Investment Management and Services

As a result of the Board’s decision to change the Group’s

Investment Manager to Thames River Capital (UK) Limited

(“Thames River”), responsibility for the provision of services to

the Group has changed. Accordingly, with effect from 1

October 2004, investment management services are

provided by Thames River, accounting and administrative

services by BNP Paribas Fund Services UK Limited, custodial

services by JPMorgan Chase and corporate secretarial

services by Henderson Secretarial Services Limited.

Notice Period
The investment management agreement (“IMA”) provides

for termination of the agreement by either party without

compensation on the provision of not less than 12 months’

written notice.

Management Fee
A base management fee of 0.70% p.a. is payable quarterly

in advance to the Investment Manager; it is calculated as

0.175% of the Trust’s net asset value (determined in

accordance with the AITC method of valuation) on the last

day of March, June, September and December respectively.

Performance Fee
In addition to the management fee, the Board has agreed

to pay the Investment Manager a performance related fee

in respect of a performance period if certain performance

objectives are achieved.

A performance fee will become payable if the total return

of group equity shareholders’ funds as defined in the IMA

Report of the Directors continued

with Thames River at 31 March each year outperforms the

total return of the Company’s benchmark plus 2% (the

“hurdle rate”); this outperformance (expressed as a

percentage) will be known as the “percentage

outperformance”. Any fee payable will be the amount

equivalent to the group equity shareholders’ funds at

31 March each year, multiplied by the percentage

outperformance, then multiplied by 15%.

The maximum performance fee payable in any period will be

1% of the group equity shareholders’ funds. If any fee

exceeds 1% of group equity shareholders’ funds, such excess

will be carried forward and applied to reduce any percentage

underperformance in future performance periods. At 31

March 2005, an excess of £2.194m is being carried forward.

If the total return of group equity shareholders’ funds for

any performance period is less than the hurdle rate for the

relevant performance period, such underperformance

(expressed as a percentage) will be carried forward. No

fee will be payable unless the total return on group equity

shareholders’ funds outperforms the hurdle rate, after

taking into account any accumulated percentage

underperformance for previous periods.

Bases of Accounting
On the basis of the Board’s expected long-term split of

returns, in the form of capital gains and income in equal

proportions, the Group charges 50% of its interest payable

to capital. One third of the management fee is deemed to

relate to the administration of the Trust and is charged to

revenue. The remainder is split on the same basis as

interest and 50% charged to capital. The overall result is

that two thirds of the management fee is charged to

revenue and one third to capital. All performance fees are

charged to capital.

Corporate Governance

A statement on Corporate Governance is given on pages

26 to 30.

Share Capital Changes

At 31 March 2004 the Company had 354,416,286 ordinary

shares in issue. During the financial year under review, the

Company made market purchases for cancellation of

8,050,000 ordinary shares of 25 pence each representing
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approximately 2.3% of the issued share capital as at

31 March 2004; the aggregate consideration paid by the

Company was £9,006,000.

The number of ordinary shares in issue on 31 March

2005 was 346,366,286.

Since 1 April 2005, and up to the date of this document, the

Company has made further purchases for cancellation of

1,566,286 ordinary shares for a consideration of £2,034,000.

The Company is seeking to renew the power to make market

purchases of ordinary shares at the AGM.

Declarations of interests in the issued share capital of

the Company, at 29 April 2005, are set out above.

ISAs/PEPs

The Company has conducted its affairs, and will

continue to conduct its affairs, in such a way as to

comply with the Individual Savings Accounts and

Personal Equity Plan Regulations.

Shareholder Information

Further information on the Company can be found on

pages 53 to 56.

Going Concern

The directors believe that it is appropriate to continue to

adopt the going concern basis in preparing the accounts

as the assets of the Company consist mainly of securities

which are readily realisable and, accordingly, it has

adequate financial resources to continue in operational

existence for the foreseeable future.

Registered Auditor

A resolution to re-appoint Ernst & Young LLP as the

Company’s auditor will be put to the forthcoming

Annual General Meeting.

By order of the Board

J S Ellman-Brown ACIS
For and on behalf of
Henderson Secretarial Services Limited
Secretary
24 May 2005

% of

Shareholder issued shares

Henderson Investment Trust Share Plan, PEPs and ISAs 7.01

BT Pension Scheme 6.33

UBS Laing & Cruickshank 4.95

Legal & General Investment Management 4.34

Brewin Dolphin Securities 4.30

F&C Asset Management 4.04

Sarasin Chiswell 3.92

M&G Investment Management 3.78

Substantial Share Interests
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Corporate Governance

Introduction

The Board of Directors (“the Board”/”the directors”) is

accountable to shareholders for the governance of the

Company’s affairs.

This statement describes how the principles of the

Combined Code on Corporate Governance (“the Code”),

issued by the Financial Reporting Council in July 2003,

have been applied to the affairs of the Company. In

applying the principles of the Code, the directors have also

taken account of the Code of Corporate Governance

published by the Association of Investment Trust

Companies (“the AITC Code”), which established the

framework of best practice specifically for the Boards of

investment trust companies. The principles laid down by

the two Codes are similar but there are some areas where

the AITC Code is more specifically applicable to

investment trust companies.

The directors believe that, during the period under review,

they have complied with the provisions of the Code

(insofar as they apply to the Company’s business) and with

the provisions of the AITC Code.

Application of the Codes’ Principles

The Board attaches importance to the matters set out in

both the Code and the AITC Code and observes the

relevant Main and Supporting Principles. It should be noted

that, as an investment trust, most of the Company’s day to

day responsibilities are delegated to third parties and the

directors are all non-executive. Thus, not all the provisions

of the Code are directly applicable to the Company.

Internal Controls

The Board has overall responsibility for the Company’s

systems of internal controls and for reviewing their

effectiveness. The Investment Manager is responsible for

the day to day investment management decisions on

behalf of the Company. Accounting and Company

Secretarial services have both been outsourced. A

statement of these responsibilities is shown on page 24 in

the Report of the Directors.

The internal controls aim to ensure that assets of the

Company are safeguarded, proper accounting records are

maintained, and the financial information used within the

business and for publication is reliable. Control of the risks

identified, covering financial, operational, compliance and

risk management, is embedded in the controls of the

Company by a series of regular investment performance

and attribution statements, financial and risk analyses and

Fund Manager reports, and quarterly control reports. Key

risks have been identified and controls put in place to

mitigate them, including those not directly the

responsibility of the Investment Manager.

The effectiveness of the internal controls is assessed on a

continuing basis by the Compliance and Risk departments

of the Investment Manager, the Administrator and the

Corporate Secretary. Each maintain their own systems of

internal controls, and the Board and Audit Committee

receive regular reports from them. The control systems are

designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance

against material misstatement or loss and to manage, rather

than eliminate, risk of failure to achieve objectives.

The Board has established a process for identifying,

evaluating and managing any major risks faced by the

Company. The process is subject to regular review by the

Board and accords with the Internal Control Guidance for

Directors on the Combined Code published in September

1999 (“the Turnbull Guidance”).

The Board undertakes an annual review of the Company’s

system of internal controls, and the business risks have

been analysed and recorded in a risk map that is

reviewed regularly. The Board receives each quarter a

formal report from each of the Investment Manager, the

Administrator and the Corporate Secretary detailing the

steps taken to monitor the areas of risk, including those

that are not directly their responsibility, and which report

the details of any known internal control failures.

The Company does not have an internal audit function; it

delegates to third parties its day to day operations and

does not employ any staff. The Board will continue to

monitor its system of internal controls in order to provide

assurance that it operates as intended and the directors

review annually whether a function equivalent to an

internal audit is needed.

Board Independence and Composition

The Board currently consists of five directors, all of whom

are non-executive.
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Following the introduction of the Code the directors have

reviewed their independence. No director has served on

the Board for more than 9 years, none have any other

links to the Investment Manager, all have other

professional employment. Accordingly, all directors are

regarded as being free of any conflicts of interest and no

issues in respect of independence arise.

The Board subscribes to the AITC Code view that length

of tenure is not in itself felt to be an issue, rather the

director’s contribution. The Board is conscious of the need

to maintain continuity on the Board, and believes that

retaining directors with sufficient experience of both the

Company and the markets is of great benefit to

shareholders.

The directors’ biographies, on page 21, demonstrate the

breadth of investment, commercial and professional

experience relevant to their positions as directors of the

Company.

Chairman

The Chairman is Mr Salsbury, a non-executive director.

Since all the directors are non-executive, and day to day

management responsibilities have been sub-contracted,

the Company does not have a Chief Executive Officer.

Senior Independent Director

A senior non-executive director has not been identified as

the Board considers all the directors have different

qualities and areas of expertise on which they may lead

when issues arise, and to whom concerns can be

conveyed.

Meetings 

Currently the Board meets at least six times per annum

and is responsible for the effective stewardship of the

Company’s affairs. Certain strategic issues have been

considered at various meetings of the Board and

additional meetings of the Board may be arranged as

required. The Board has a formal schedule of matters

specifically reserved for its decision, which are categorised

under various headings including strategy, management,

structure, capital, financial reporting, internal controls,

gearing, asset allocation, share price discount, contracts,

investment policy, finance, risk, investment restrictions,

performance, corporate governance and Board

membership and appointments. In order to enable them to

discharge their responsibilities, all directors have full and

timely access to relevant information. At each meeting, the

Board reviews the Company’s investment performance and

considers financial analyses and other reports of an

operational nature. The Board monitors compliance with

the Company’s objectives and is responsible for setting

asset allocation, investment and gearing limits within which

the Fund Manager has discretion to act and thus

supervises the management of the investment portfolio,

which is contractually delegated to the Investment

Manager. The Board has responsibility for the approval of

unquoted investments and any investments in in-house

funds managed or advised by the Investment Manager. It

also has adopted a procedure for directors, in the

furtherance of their duties, to take independent

professional advice at the expense of the Company.

The number of meetings of the Board and the Audit

Committee held during the year under review, and the

attendance of individual directors, are shown below.

Meetings
Board Audit

No. of meetings in the year 6 2

Alastair Ross Goobey† 2 1

Peter Salsbury 6 2

Caroline Burton 6 2

Jeremy Newsum 6 2

Richard Stone 6 2

Peter Wolton* 2 –

†Mr Ross Goobey retired from the Board and as Chairman from the close of the

Annual General Meeting held on 26 July 2004. He therefore attended only the first

2 Board meetings and the first Audit Committee meeting during the financial year.

*Mr Wolton was appointed on 31 January 2005, and therefore attended only the

final 2 Board meetings during the financial year.

With the exception of Mr Wolton, all the directors attended the Annual General

Meeting in July 2004.

In addition to formal Board and Committee meetings,

directors also attend a number of informal meetings to

represent the interests of the Group.

Board Committees

The Board has established an Audit Committee as set out

below. The Board has not established a Nominations

Committee, and has disestablished the Management

Engagement Committee. The functions of each are carried

out by the full Board as part of the agendas of normal

Board meetings.

Corporate Governance continued
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The Board carries out an annual review of the Investment

Management Agreement, the Administration Agreement

and the Company Secretarial Agreement, and reviews the

services provided. In addition, the Board annually reviews its

size and structure, and is responsible for succession

planning. The Board has an open mind regarding the use of

external recruitment consultants or internal process, and

has chosen to combine both routes to ensure best practice.

This was the case in the appointment of Mr Wolton.

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee (“the Committee”) comprises all the

members of the Board; Mr Wolton was appointed a member

on 31 January 2005. The Committee Chairman is Mr Stone.

The Board has satisfied itself that at least one Committee

member has recent and relevant financial experience.

The Committee has written terms of reference, which

clearly define its responsibilities and duties. These can be

found on the website, are available on request, and will

also be available for inspection at the AGM.

The Committee meets at least twice each year to review

the internal financial and non-financial controls, to consider

and recommend to the Board for approval the contents of

the draft Interim and Annual Reports to shareholders, and

to review the accounting policies and significant financial

reporting judgements. In addition, the Committee reviews

the Auditors’ independence, objectivity, effectiveness,

appointment, remuneration, the quality of the services of

the service providers to the Company, and, together with

the Investment Manager, reviews the Company’s

compliance with financial reporting and regulatory

requirements. Representatives of the Investment

Managers’, Administrators’ and Corporate Secretarial

internal audit and compliance departments may attend

these meetings at the Chairman’s request.

Representatives of Ernst & Young LLP, the Company’s

auditors, attend the Committee meetings at which the

draft Annual Report and Accounts are reviewed, and are

given the opportunity to speak to the Committee members

without the presence of the representatives of the

Investment Manager.

The Chairman of the Audit Committee will be present at

the AGM to deal with questions relating to the Accounts.

Directors’ Remuneration

As the Board has no executive directors and no employees

and is comprised solely of non-executives, it does not have a

Remuneration Committee. The Company therefore is not

required to comply with the principles of the Code in respect of

executive directors’ remuneration. The Board determines and

approves directors’ fees following proper consideration, having

regard to the level of fees payable to non-executive directors in

the industry generally, the role that individual directors fulfil in

respect of Board and Committee responsibilities and the time

committed to the Company’s affairs.

The Company’s Articles of Association limit the aggregate

fees payable to the Board to a total of £150,000 per annum.

Detailed information on the remuneration arrangements for

the directors of the Company can be found in the Directors’

Remuneration Report on page 22.

Tenure Policy

No director has a contract of employment with the

Company. Directors’ terms and conditions for appointment

are set out in letters of appointment which are available

for inspection at the Registered Office of the Company

and will be available at the AGM.

The Articles of Association provide that up to one-third of

the directors must retire by rotation, but may then offer

themselves for re-election at each AGM. The terms of the

directors’ appointments also provide that a director shall

be subject to election at the first AGM after appointment

and at least every three years thereafter.

The Board believes that each of the directors exercises

independent judgement and that length of service does

not diminish the contribution from a director; indeed a

director’s experience and extensive knowledge of the

Company is a positive benefit to the Board. Moreover,

long-serving directors are less likely to take a short-term

view. This view is supported by the AITC Code.

Under the Company’s Articles of Association all directors

must retire by the next annual general meeting after they

attain the age of 70.

Directors’ Training

When a new director is appointed he or she is offered

training by the Investment Manager. Directors are also

Corporate Governance continued
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provided on a regular basis with key information on the

Company’s activities, including regulatory and statutory

requirements and internal controls. Changes affecting

directors’ responsibilities are advised to the Board as they

arise. Directors ensure that they are updated on regulatory,

statutory and industry issues.

Performance Evaluation

In order to review the effectiveness of the Board, the Audit

Committee and the individual directors, the Chairman has

put in place and carried out an appraisal process. This was

implemented by way of a questionnaire and interviews with

the Chairman. In respect of the Chairman, interviews were

held between the Chairman and the Chairman of the Audit

Committee. The process is considered by the Board to be

constructive in terms of identifying areas for improving the

functioning and performance of the Board and the

Committee, the contribution of individual directors, as well

as building on and developing individual and collective

strengths. The Chairman confirms that, in light of the

formal performance evaluation, the performance of each of

the directors being recommended for re-election continues

to be effective and to demonstrate commitment to his or

her role, including commitment of time for Board and

Committee meetings and any other duties.

The performance of the Company is considered in detail at

each Board meeting.

The Board has direct access to company secretarial advice

and services provided by Henderson Secretarial Services

Limited which, through its nominated representative, is

responsible for ensuring that the Board and Committee

procedures are followed and that applicable regulations

are complied with. During the year the Company has

maintained insurance cover in respect of legal action

against the directors.

Appointment of the Investment Manager

The Board reviews the performance of the Investment

Manager at each Board meeting, and is responsible for the

regular review of the terms of the management

agreement. Given the recent move to a new Investment

Manager, this review will be conducted at least annually to

ensure the terms are competitive and sensible to

shareholders. The Board has established a procedure

whereby it will decide each year whether or not the

Investment Manager should be retained. At its meeting in

May 2005, the Board confirmed that Thames River Capital

(UK) Limited should be retained as the Investment

Manager for the financial year ending 31 March 2006.

In the opinion of the directors the continuing appointment

of the Investment Manager on the terms agreed is in the

interests of the Company’s shareholders as a whole.

The Board has delegated contractually to external third

parties, including the Investment Manager, the

management of the investment portfolio, the custodial

services (which include the safeguarding of the assets),

the day to day accounting, company secretarial,

administration and registration services. Each of these

contracts was entered into after full and proper

consideration by the Board of the quality and cost of the

services offered, including the control systems in operation

insofar as they relate to the affairs of the Company.

The Board receives and considers regular reports from the

Investment Manager, the Administrator and the Corporate

Secretary, and ad hoc reports and information are supplied

to the Board as required.

Financial Reporting

A Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities in respect of the

Accounts is set out on page 30. The Report of the

Independent Auditors is set out on page 31, and the

Statement of Going Concern on page 25.

Voting Policy

The Board has approved a corporate governance voting

policy which, in its opinion, accords with current best practice

whilst maintaining a primary focus on financial returns.

Socially Responsible Investment

Good corporate governance extends to a company’s

policies on the environment, employment, human rights

and community relationships. Corporations are playing an

increasingly important role in global economic activity and

the adoption of good corporate governance enhances a

company’s economic prospects by reducing the risk of

government and regulatory intervention and any ensuing

damage to its business or reputation.

The Company’s policy remains the long term maximisation

of shareholders’ total return.

Corporate Governance continued
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Environmental Policy

In respect of the direct property portfolio, there is an

environmental assessment prior to purchase to identify

possible contamination or materials considered

environmentally harmful. Remedial action is taken where

appropriate. Tenants are encouraged to pursue their own

environmental procedures.

Relations with Shareholders

Shareholder relations are given high priority by both the

Board and the Investment Manager. The prime medium by

which the Company communicates with shareholders is

through the Interim and Annual Report and Accounts

which aim to provide shareholders with a clear

understanding of the Company’s activities and their results.

This information is supplemented by the daily calculation

and by the publication at the Stock Exchange of the net

asset value of the Company’s ordinary shares and a

monthly fact sheet.

At each AGM a presentation is made by the Fund Manager

following the business of the meeting. Shareholders have

the opportunity to address questions to the Chairman and

the Chairman of the Audit Committee at the AGM. All

shareholders are encouraged to attend the AGM.

It is the intention of the Board that the Annual Report and

Accounts and Notice of the AGM be issued to

shareholders so as to provide at least twenty working

days’ notice of the AGM. Shareholders wishing to lodge

questions in advance of the AGM are invited to do so by

writing to the Company Secretary at the address given on

page 56. At other times the Company responds to letters

from shareholders on a range of issues.

General presentations to both shareholders and analysts

follow the publication of the annual results. All meetings

between the Fund Manager and shareholders are reported

to the Board.

Corporate Governance continued

Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities 
in respect of the Accounts

preparation of the accounts for the year ended 31 March

2005. The directors also confirm that applicable accounting

standards have been followed and that the accounts have

been prepared on a going concern basis.

The directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting

records, for safeguarding the assets of the Company and

the Group and hence for taking reasonable steps for the

prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

The directors are required by UK company law to prepare

accounts for each financial year that give a true and fair

view of the state of affairs of the Company and the Group

as at the end of the financial year and of the net revenue

of the Group for that period.

The directors confirm that suitable accounting policies have

been used and applied consistently and that reasonable and

prudent judgements and estimates have been made in the
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Report of the Independent Auditors
to the members of TR Property Investment Trust plc

We have audited the Group’s accounts for the year ended

31 March 2005 which comprise the Group Statement of Total

Return, Group and Company Balance Sheets, Group Cash Flow

Statement and the related notes 1 to 26. These accounts have

been prepared on the basis of the accounting policies set out

therein. We have also audited the information in the Directors’

Remuneration Report that is described as having been audited.

This report is made solely to the Company’s members, as a

body, in accordance with Section 235 of the Companies Act

1985. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might

state to the Company’s members those matters we are required

to state to them in an auditors’ report and for no other purpose.

To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or

assume responsibility to anyone other than the Company and

the Company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this

report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors
The directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report,

including the accounts which are required to be prepared in

accordance with applicable United Kingdom law and

accounting standards as set out in the Statement of Directors’

Responsibilities in relation to the accounts.

Our responsibility is to audit the accounts and the part of the

Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited in accordance

with relevant legal and regulatory requirements, United

Kingdom Auditing Standards and the Listing Rules of the

Financial Services Authority.

We report to you our opinion as to whether the accounts give a

true and fair view and whether the accounts and the part of the

Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly

prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985. We also

report to you if, in our opinion, the Directors’ Report is not

consistent with the accounts, if the Company has not kept proper

accounting records, if we have not received all the information

and explanations we require for our audit, or if information

specified by law or the Listing Rules regarding directors’

remuneration and transactions with the Group is not disclosed.

We review whether the Corporate Governance Statement

reflects the Company’s compliance with the nine provisions of

the Combined Code specified for our review by the Listing

Rules, and we report if it does not. We are not required to

consider whether the Board’s statements on internal control

cover all risks and controls, or form an opinion on the

effectiveness of the Group’s corporate governance procedures

or its risk and control procedures.

We read other information contained in the Annual Report and

consider whether it is consistent with the audited accounts.

This other information comprises Highlights of the Year, Profile,

Financial Highlights and Performance Information, Chairman’s

Statement, Manager’s Report, Twenty Largest Equity

Investments, Investment Properties, the unaudited part of the

Directors’ Remuneration Report, Report of the Directors and

Corporate Governance Statement. We consider the implications

for our report if we become aware of any apparent

misstatements or material inconsistencies with the accounts.

Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.

Basis of Audit Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with United Kingdom

Auditing Standards issued by the Auditing Practices Board. An

audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant

to the amounts and disclosures in the accounts and the part of

the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited. It also includes

an assessment of the significant estimates and judgements

made by the directors in the preparation of the accounts, and of

whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Group’s

circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the

information and explanations which we considered necessary in

order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable

assurance that the accounts and the part of the Directors’

Remuneration Report to be audited are free from material

misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or

error. In forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall

adequacy of the presentation of information in the accounts and

the part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited.

Opinion
In our opinion:

n the accounts give a true and fair view of the state

of affairs of the Company and of the Group as at 31 March

2005 and of the total return of the Group

for the year then ended; and

n the accounts and the part of the Directors’ Remuneration

Report to be audited have been properly prepared in

accordance with the Companies Act 1985.

Ernst & Young LLP

Registered Auditor

London

24 May 2005
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Group Statement of Total Return
(incorporating the Revenue Account) for the year ended 31 March 2005

Year ended 31 March 2005 Year ended 31 March 2004
Revenue Capital Total Revenue Capital Total

Notes £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

2 Total capital gains from investments – 115,974 115,974 – 147,478 147,478
3 Investment income 14,527 – 14,527 12,608 – 12,608
4 Net rental income 2,859 – 2,859 3,353 – 3,353

17,386 115,974 133,360 15,961 147,478 163,439
5 Interest receivable and similar income 113 – 113 286 – 286

Gross revenue and capital
gains 17,499 115,974 133,473 16,247 147,478 163,725

6 Management and performance fees (2,343) (2,595) (4,938) (1,764) (2,149) (3,913)
7 Other administrative expenses (459) – (459) (643) – (643)

Net return on ordinary activities
before interest payable and taxation 14,697 113,379 128,076 13,840 145,329 159,169

8 Interest payable and similar charges (2,904) (2,904) (5,808) (2,512) (2,512) (5,024)

Net return on ordinary 
activities before taxation 11,793 110,475 122,268 11,328 142,817 154,145

9 Taxation on net return on ordinary
activities (1,795) 346 (1,449) (1,564) 912 (652)

Net return on ordinary activities
after taxation 9,998 110,821 120,819 9,764 143,729 153,493

Ordinary dividends
Interim of 1.30p (2004: 1.10p) (4,543) – (4,543) (3,899) – (3,899)
Final of 1.55p (2004: 1.40p) (5,344) – (5,344) (4,961) – (4,961)

(9,887) – (9,887) (8,860) – (8,860)

Transfer to reserves 111 110,821 110,932 904 143,729 144,633

10 Return per ordinary share 2.85p 31.63p 34.48p 2.51p 36.96p 39.47p

The revenue columns of this statement represent the revenue account of the Group.

All revenue and capital items in the above statement derive from continuing operations.

The notes on pages 35 to 48 form part of these accounts.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Group and Company Balance Sheets
as at 31 March 2005

Group Group Company Company
2005 2004 2005 2004

Notes £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

11, 12 Fixed asset investments 597,348 486,266 609,777 499,829

Current assets
14 Debtors 2,182 5,982 1,743 5,626

Cash at bank 123 2,360 61 2,215

2,305 8,342 1,804 7,841

15 Creditors – amounts falling due within one year
Bank loans and overdrafts 41,631 43,323 41,500 43,101
Other creditors 15,405 10,345 67,416 63,580

57,036 53,668 108,916 106,681

Net current liabilities (54,731) (45,326) (107,112) (98,840)

Total assets less current liabilities 542,617 440,940 502,665 400,989

15 Creditors – amounts falling due
after more than one year 39,952 40,201 – 250

Total net assets 502,665 400,739 502,665 400,739

Capital and reserves
16 Called up share capital 86,591 88,604 86,591 88,604
17 Share premium 37,063 37,063 37,063 37,063
18 Other reserves 361,053 257,225 369,311 265,222
18 Revenue reserve 17,958 17,847 9,700 9,850

20 Equity shareholders’ funds 502,665 400,739 502,665 400,739

20 Net asset value per share 145.13p 113.07p 145.13p 113.07p

These accounts were approved by the directors on 24 May 2005

P Salsbury – Director

The notes on pages 35 to 48 form part of these accounts.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Group Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2005

2005 2005 2004 2004
Notes £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

21 Net cash inflow from operating activities 10,337 11,837

Returns on investments and servicing of finance
Interest paid (5,754) (5,018)

Net cash outflow from servicing of finance (5,754) (5,018)

Taxation recovered 608 541

Capital expenditure and financial investment
Purchase of investments (88,778) (62,833)
Sale of investments 102,024 77,291
Loan stock redeemed (250) –
Loans repaid by unquoteds – 967

Net cash inflow from financial investment 12,996 15,425

Equity dividends paid (9,504) (8,672)

Net cash inflow before financing 8,683 14,113

Financing
Purchase of own shares (9,006) (48,021)

Net cash outflow from financing (9,006) (48,021)

22 Decrease in cash (323) (33,908)

Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net debt
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

(Decrease)/increase in cash (1,924) 718
Cash outflow/(inflow) from decrease/(increase) in loans 1,601 (34,626)

Change in net debt resulting from cash flows (323) (33,908)
Exchange differences 27 (148)
Other – (7)

Movement in net debt (296) (34,063)
Net debt at 1 April (81,164) (47,101)

Net debt at 31 March (81,460) (81,164)

The notes on pages 35 to 48 form part of these accounts.

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––
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Notes to the Accounts

1 Accounting policies

a Basis of preparation

The accounts are prepared on the historical cost basis of accounting, modified to include the revaluation of investment

properties and fixed asset investments. The accounts have been prepared in accordance with applicable accounting

standards and with the Statement of Recommended Practice Financial Statements of Investment Trust Companies
(“the SORP”) (revised January 2003). All of the Group’s operations are of a continuing nature.

b Basis of consolidation

The Group accounts consolidate the accounts of the Company and its subsidiary undertakings to 31 March 2005.

Undertakings, other than subsidiary undertakings, in which the Group has an investment representing 20% or more of

the voting rights and over which it exerts significant influence, are treated as associated undertakings. The Group

accounts include the appropriate share of the results and reserves of these undertakings based on the latest available

accounts. Other undertakings, in which the Group has an investment representing 20% or more of the voting rights but

where the directors consider that the Group does not exert significant influence, are not treated as associated

undertakings and are accounted for as investments.

c Properties

Properties held by subsidiary undertakings for dealing are treated as current assets and are included in the balance

sheet at the lower of cost and market value.

Properties held for long term investment are treated as follows:

(i) they are revalued six-monthly and the aggregate surplus or deficit is transferred to/from non-distributable reserves; and

(ii) no depreciation or amortisation is provided in respect of freehold investment properties and leasehold investment

properties where the unexpired lease term is 20 years or more. The directors consider that this accounting policy is

necessary for the accounts to give a true and fair view. Depreciation is only one of the factors reflected in the

valuation, and the amount which might otherwise have been shown cannot be separately identified or quantified.

The purchase and sale of properties is recognised to be effected on the date unconditional contracts are exchanged.

d Fixed asset investments

Fixed asset investments are valued at middle market prices. Unlisted investments are included at directors’ valuation,

which is based on current market prices, trading conditions and the general economic climate. Where no active market

exists for shares listed on inactive exchanges the directors’ valuation policy is used.

The Company’s investments in subsidiary undertakings are revalued annually to the Company’s share of the net assets

of those undertakings.

e Capital gains and losses

Realised and unrealised capital gains and losses on investments, together with exchange differences arising on the

translation of foreign currency assets and liabilities, are dealt with in the non-distributable reserves.
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f Income

Dividend income from equity shares is recognised on an ex-dividend basis and income from fixed interest debt

securities and preference shares is recognised on a time apportionment basis and, if material, so as to reflect the

effective yield on each such security. Interest receivable is accounted for on an accruals basis.

g Expenses and interest payable

On the basis of the Board’s expected long-term split of returns in the form of capital gains and income in equal

proportions, the Group charges 50% of its interest payable to capital. One third of the management fees are deemed to

relate to the administration of the Trust and are charged to revenue. The remainder are split on the same basis as

interest and 50% charged to capital. The overall result is that two thirds of management fees are charged to revenue

and one third to capital. All performance fees are charged to capital. The finance cost in respect of capital instruments

other than equity shares is calculated so as to give a constant rate of return on the outstanding balance.

h Foreign currency

Transactions denominated in overseas currencies during the year are translated into sterling at the appropriate daily

exchange rate. Assets and liabilities denominated in overseas currencies at the balance sheet date are translated into

sterling at the exchange rates ruling at that time.

i Taxation

These accounts follow the requirements of Financial Reporting Standard (“FRS”) 16, “Current Taxation”, to show franked

investment income net of the related tax credits. The tax effect of different items of expenditure is allocated between

capital and revenue using the Group’s effective rate of tax for the year. The charge for taxation is based on the profit

for the year and takes into account taxation deferred because of timing differences between the treatment of certain

items for taxation and accounting purposes. Following the introduction of FRS 19, deferred taxation is provided using

the liability method on all timing differences, calculated at the rate at which it is anticipated the timing differences will

reverse. Deferred tax assets are recognised only when, on the basis of available evidence, it is more likely than not that

there will be taxable profits in the future against which the deferred tax asset can be offset.

2 Total capital gains from investments
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Realised gains based on historical cost 39,558 20,119

Amounts recognised as unrealised in previous years (25,071) (3,799)

Realised gains based on carrying value at previous balance sheet date 14,487 16,320

Net movement in unrealised appreciation 101,460 131,306

Net gain/(loss) on foreign exchange 27 (148)

115,974 147,478
––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

Notes to the Accounts continued
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3 Investment income
2005 2004

£’000 £’000

Dividends from UK listed investments 6,376 5,082

Dividends from overseas listed investments 8,045 7,353

Interest from listed investments 106 173

8,151 7,526

14,527 12,608

4 Net rental income
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Gross rent 3,870 4,927

Direct property expenses including ground rent (1,011) (1,574)

2,859 3,353

5 Interest receivable and similar income
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Interest receivable 107 285

Other income 6 1

113 286

6 Management and performance fees
2005 2005 2005 2004 2004 2004

Revenue Capital Total Revenue Capital Total
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Management fee 2,039 1,019 3,058 1,556 778 2,334

Managers’ performance fee – 1,219 1,219 – 1,083 1,083

Irrecoverable VAT thereon 304 357 661 208 288 496

2,343 2,595 4,938 1,764 2,149 3,913

A summary of the terms of the management agreement is given in the Report of the Directors on page 24.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

Notes to the Accounts continued
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Notes to the Accounts continued

7 Other administrative expenses
(including irrecoverable VAT) 2005 2004

£’000 £’000

Directors’ fees (Directors’ Remuneration Report on page 22) 80 88

Auditors’ remuneration:

for audit services (note 7a) 82 75

Other expenses payable to the

management company (note 7b) 42 29

Marketing 25 70

Other expenses 230 381

459 643

(a) Includes £50,000 (2004: £44,000) relating to the parent undertaking.

(b) Other expenses payable to the management company relate to share plan administration services.

8 Interest payable and similar charges
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Bank loans and overdrafts repayable within 1 year 2,036 1,243

Debentures repayable between 1 and 5 years 2,033 2,038

Debentures repayable after more than 5 years 1,739 1,743

5,808 5,024

Amount allocated to capital (2,904) (2,512)

Total allocated to revenue 2,904 2,512

9 Taxation on net return on ordinary activities
a Analysis of charge in the year

2005 2005 2005 2004 2004 2004
Revenue Capital Total Revenue Capital Total

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

UK corporation tax at 30% 1,712 (346) 1,366 1,770 (912) 858

Overseas taxation 357 – 357 25 – 25

2,069 (346) 1,723 1,795 (912) 883

Overprovision in respect of

prior years (279) – (279) (185) – (185)

Current tax charge for the year 1,790 (346) 1,444 1,610 (912) 698

Deferred taxation 5 – 5 (46) – (46)

1,795 (346) 1,449 1,564 (912) 652
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––
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9 Taxation on net return on ordinary activities continued

b Factors affecting current tax charge for the year
The tax assessed for the period is lower than the standard rate of corporate tax in the UK for a large company (30%).

The difference is explained below:
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Net profit on ordinary activities before taxation 11,793 11,328

Corporation tax at 30% 3,538 3,398

Effects of:

Non-taxable UK dividends (1,949) (1,585)

Expenses charged to capital – (191)

Overseas withholding taxes 357 25

Overprovision in respect of prior years (279) (185)

Excess expenses utilised – (544)

Disallowable expenses 93 113

Taxable Avoir Fiscal – 67

Overseas dividends taken to capital – –

Other short term timing differences 30 (226)

Capital intra group expenditure reversed – 738

Current tax charge for the year 1,790 1,610

The Group has not recognised deferred tax assets of £2,181,000 (2004: £1,615,000) arising as a result of excess

management expenses and excess non trade debits. These expenses will only be utilised if the Group has profits

chargeable to corporation tax in future accounting periods. It is considered too uncertain that the Group will generate

such profits and, on this basis, the deferred tax asset in respect of these expenses has not been recognised.

Due to the Company’s status as an Investment Trust, and the intention to continue meeting the conditions required to

obtain approval in the foreseeable future, the Company has not provided deferred tax on any capital gains and losses

arising on the revaluation or disposal of investments.

c Provision for deferred taxation
The amounts of deferred taxation provided at 30% comprise:

2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Accelerated capital allowances 164 159

Unutilised losses carried forward (50) (50)

114 109

The movement in provision in the year is as follows:
£’000

Provision at the start of the year 109

Deferred tax charge in Statement of Total Return:

Accelerated capital allowances 5
Unutilised losses carried forward –

Provision at the end of the year 114
–––––––

––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

Notes to the Accounts continued
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10 Return per ordinary share
Basic revenue return per ordinary share is based on the net revenue return on ordinary activities after taxation of

£9,998,000 (2004: £9,764,000) and on the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during the year, being

350,376,971 (2004: 388,831,553). Basic capital return per ordinary share is based on net capital gains of

£110,821,000 (2004: £143,729,000) and on the same weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during

the year.

11 Fixed asset investments
Group Group Company Company

2005 2004 2005 2004
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Listed at market value:

United Kingdom 321,867 253,285 321,867 253,262

Overseas 218,438 162,317 218,438 162,317

Unlisted at Directors’ valuation 2,078 1,904 2,078 1,904

Subsidiary undertakings (note 25) – – 50,119 46,696

Investment properties 54,965 68,760 17,275 35,650

597,348 486,266 609,777 499,829

The Company’s investment in subsidiary undertakings is stated at the Company’s share of the net assets of those

undertakings.

Investment properties were independently valued on the basis of open market value in accordance with the definition

set out in the appraisal and valuation manual published by The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (“the Red

Book”). The valuations were carried out as at 31 March 2005 by Drivers Jonas save for residential properties held in

Trust Union Properties Limited which were valued by DTZ Pieda Consulting at the same date.

The historical cost to the Group of the investment properties shown above was £43,372,000 (2004: £52,453,000).

12 Changes in fixed asset investments
Group Company
£’000 £’000

Valuation at 1 April 2004 486,266 499,829
Unrealised appreciation (174,566) (175,821)

Cost at 1 April 2004 311,700 324,008
Additions at cost 91,774 89,904
Disposals at cost (57,081) (63,719)

Cost at 31 March 2005 346,393 350,193
Unrealised appreciation 250,955 259,584

Valuation at 31 March 2005 597,348 609,777
––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Notes to the Accounts continued
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Notes to the Accounts continued

13 Derivatives and other financial instruments
The Group’s financial instruments, other than derivatives, comprise securities and other investments, cash balances and

debtors and creditors that arise directly from its operations, for example, in respect of sales and purchases awaiting

settlement and debtors for accrued income.

The Group has little exposure to credit and cash flow risk. Unquoted investments in the portfolio are subject to liquidity

risk. This risk is taken into account by the directors when arriving at their valuation of these items.

The principal risks the Group faces in its portfolio management activities are:

• market price risk (i.e. movements in the value of investment holdings caused by factors other than interest rate or

currency movement);

• foreign currency risk;

• interest rate risk.

The Investment Manager’s policies for managing these risks are summarised below and have been applied throughout

the year.

(i) Market Price Risk

By the very nature of its activities, the Group’s investments are exposed to market price fluctuations. Further information

on the investment portfolio and investment policy is set out in the Manager’s Report on pages 8 to 15.

(ii) Foreign Currency Risk

A proportion of the Group’s portfolio is invested in overseas securities and their sterling value can be significantly

affected by movements in foreign exchange rates. The Group may hedge foreign currency movements outside the

Eurozone by funding investments in overseas securities with unsecured loans denominated in the same currency.

(iii) Interest Rate Risk

The majority of the Group’s borrowings are at a fixed rate. A proportion of term loans may be hedged by the use of

interest rate swaps and cap contracts. Short term borrowings are not hedged.

(iv) Use of Derivatives

It is not the Group’s policy to enter into derivative contracts other than for the purposes of hedging against price

movements in the value of particular constituents of the portfolio or interest rate exposures.
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Notes to the Accounts continued

13 Derivatives and other financial instruments continued

Foreign currency and interest rate exposures at 31 March 2005 (using exchange rates of 1.4540 Euros, 13.3089

Swedish Krona and 2.2523 Swiss Francs to £1) are:
Financial Assets Financial Liabilities

Fixed Floating Non interest Floating Non interest
interest rate bearing Total Fixed rate rate bearing Total

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Sterling 4,338 159 321,544 326,041 39,952 44,698 11,471 96,121

Euro – – 183,319 183,319 – 78 – 78

Swedish Krona – 967 30,804 31,771 – 789 – 789

Swiss Francs – – 3,557 3,557 – – – –

4,338 1,126 539,224 544,688 39,952 45,565 11,471 96,988

Foreign currency and interest rate exposures at 31 March 2004 (using exchange rates of 1.4956 Euros, 13.8598

Swedish Krona and 2.3283 Swiss Francs to £1) were:

Financial Assets Financial Liabilities

Fixed Floating Non interest Floating Non interest
interest rate bearing Total Fixed rate rate bearing Total

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Sterling 3,980 6,027 252,019 262,026 40,201 43,585 9,404 93,190

Euro – 445 142,545 142,990 – 679 – 679

Swedish Krona – 7 18,479 18,486 – – – –

Swiss Francs – 13 2,326 2,339 – – – –

Other – 7 – 7 – – – –

3,980 6,499 415,369 425,848 40,201 44,264 9,404 93,869

The fixed rate assets have a weighted average life of 12.8 years (2004: 12.9 years) and a weighted average interest rate

of 8.1% (2004: 7.5%) per annum. The non interest bearing assets represent the equity element of the investment portfolio.

Floating rate financial assets and liabilities consist primarily of bank balances, loans and overdrafts; their respective

interest rates are linked to LIBOR.

Currency Exposure

The currency denomination of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities is shown above.

Primary Financial Instruments

Securities and other investments are included in the balance sheet at market values.

–––––––– ––––––––

––––––– ––––––– –––––––

––––––––

–––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––– ––––––– ––––––– –––––––

–––––––– ––––––––

––––––– ––––––– –––––––

––––––––

–––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––– ––––––– ––––––– –––––––
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14 Debtors
Group Group Company Company

2005 2004 2005 2004
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Amounts falling due within one year:

Securities and properties sold for future settlement 37 4,188 37 4,139

Tax recoverable 216 216 216 216

Deferred taxation 50 50 50 50

Prepayments and accrued income 1,458 1,203 1,133 1,139

Other debtors 421 325 307 82

2,182 5,982 1,743 5,626

15 Creditors
Group Group Company Company

2005 2004 2005 2004
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Amounts falling due within one year:

Bank loans and overdrafts 41,631 43,323 41,500 43,101

Securities and properties purchased for future settlement 3,937 941 3,937 941

Amounts due to Group undertakings – – 54,040 54,776

Deferred taxation 164 159 – –

Ordinary dividends declared and proposed 5,344 4,961 5,344 4,961

Managers’ performance fees payable 1,424 1,267 1,424 1,267

Accruals and deferred income 1,276 1,578 273 463

Other creditors 3,260 1,439 2,398 1,172

15,405 10,345 67,416 63,580

57,036 53,668 108,916 106,681

Amounts falling due after more than one year:

Debenture loans (a), (b) and (c) below 39,952 40,201 – 250

The total amount of secured creditors is £40,000,000.

Debenture Loans

(a) £15,000,000 (2004: £15,000,000) participation by TR Property Finance Limited, a subsidiary undertaking, in

11.5% 2016 several debenture stock issued by Trustco Finance plc, which is guaranteed by the Company by 

a floating charge over its assets. The market value of this debenture at 31 March 2005 was £21,482,000.

(b) £25,000,000 (2004: £25,000,000) 8.125% 2008 debenture stock in the name of Trust Union Finance (1991)

PLC, a subsidiary undertaking, which is guaranteed by the Company by a floating charge over its assets.

The market value of this debenture at 31 March 2005 was £26,998,000.

(c) £250,000 5% unsecured loan notes issued on 31 March 1999 by TR Property Investment Trust plc for the finance

of 198/202 Piccadilly were redeemed on disposal of the property during the year.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Notes to the Accounts continued

16 Called up share capital
Authorised Issued, allotted and fully paid

Number £’000 Number £’000

Ordinary shares of 25p

At 31 March 2004 779,170,350 194,793 354,416,286 88,604
Shares repurchased – – (8,050,000) (2,013)

At 31 March 2005 779,170,350 194,793 346,366,286 86,591

During the year, the Company made market purchases for cancellation of 8,050,000 ordinary shares of 25p each

representing 2.3% of the number of shares in issue at 31 March 2004. The aggregate consideration paid by the

Company for the shares was £9,006,000. Shares are repurchased in order to enhance shareholder value.

17 Share premium
Share premium

Group Company
£’000 £’000

At 1 April 2004 and 31 March 2005 37,063 37,063

18 Reserves
Other reserves

Capital Unrealised Realised Revenue
a Group redemption appreciation reserves Total reserve

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

At 1 April 2004 33,701 174,566 48,958 257,225 17,847
Transfer on disposal of assets – (25,071) 25,071 – –
Net gain from fixed asset investments – 101,460 14,487 115,947 –
Net gain on foreign exchange – – 27 27 –
Expenses and interest payable charged to capital – – (5,499) (5,499) –
Tax relief on expenses and interest payable

charged to capital – – 346 346 –
Purchase of own shares 2,013 – (9,006) (6,993) –
Retained revenue for the year – – – – 111

At 31 March 2005 35,714 250,955 74,384 361,053 17,958

Unrealised appreciation at 31 March 2005 includes £2,034,000 (2004: £1,860,000) relating to unlisted fixed asset

investments and £11,683,000 (2004: £15,307,000) relating to investment properties.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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18 Reserves continued
Other reserves

Capital Unrealised Realised Revenue
b Company redemption appreciation reserves Total reserve

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

At 1 April 2004 33,701 175,825 55,696 265,222 9,850
Transfer on disposal of assets – (18,228) 18,228 – –
Net gain from fixed asset investments – 101,987 14,469 116,456 –
Net gain on foreign exchange – – 27 27 –
Expenses and interest payable charged to capital – – (5,747) (5,747) –
Tax relief on expenses and interest payable –

charged to capital – – 346 346 –
Purchase of own shares 2,013 – (9,006) (6,993) –
Retained revenue for the year – – – – (150)

At 31 March 2005 35,714 259,584 74,013 369,311 9,700

Unrealised appreciation at 31 March 2005 includes £22,320,000 (2004: £18,723,000) relating to unlisted fixed asset

investments and £1,385,000 (2004: £4,957,000) relating to investment properties.

19 Company revenue account
As permitted by Section 230 of the Companies Act 1985, the Company has not presented its own revenue account.

The net revenue after taxation of the Company dealt with in the accounts of the Group was £9,737,000 (2004:

£9,125,000).

20 Net asset value per ordinary share
Basic net asset value per ordinary share is based on net assets attributable to ordinary shares of £502,665,000

(2004: £400,739,000) and on 346,366,286 (2004: 354,416,286) ordinary shares in issue at the year end.

The movements during the year of the Group assets attributable to the ordinary shares were as follows:

£’000

Total net assets at 1 April 2004 400,739
Total net return on ordinary activities after taxation and dividends 110,932
Purchase of own shares (9,006)

Total net assets at 31 March 2005 502,665
–––––––

––––––––

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Notes to the Accounts continued

21 Reconciliation of Group operating revenue to net cash inflow from operating activities
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Net revenue before interest payable and taxation 14,697 13,840

Increase in operating debtors (571) (24)

Increase in operating creditors 1,084 1,180

Overseas withholding tax suffered (1,011) (815)

Performance fees paid (1,267) –

Management and performance fees charged to capital (2,595) (2,149)

Scrip dividends included in investment income – (195)

Net cash inflow from operating activities 10,337 11,837

22 Analysis of changes in net debt
At 1 April Other non- At 31 March

2004 Cash flow cash changes 2005
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Cash at bank 2,360 (2,264) 27 123
Overdrafts (43,323) 1,692 – (41,631)

(40,963) (572) 27 (41,508)

Debts falling due after more than one year (40,201) 249 – (39,952)

Net debt (81,164) (323) 27 (81,460)

23 Commitments and contingent liabilities
At 31 March 2005 the Group had capital commitments of £450,000 (2004: £513,000) but no contingent liabilities

(2004: £nil).

The Company has guaranteed a £15,000,000 (2004: £15,000,000) participation in 11.5% 2016 secured debenture

stock and a £25,000,000 (2004: £25,000,000) 8.125% 2008 debenture stock (see note 15).

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––
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24 Group reconciliation of movement in shareholders’ funds
2005 2004
£’000 £’000

Net revenue on ordinary activities after taxation 9,998 9,764

Dividends (9,887) (8,860)

111 904

Increase in non-distributable reserves 110,821 143,729

Purchase of own shares (9,006) (48,021)

Net increase in shareholders’ funds 101,926 96,612

Shareholders’ funds at 1 April 400,739 304,127

Shareholders’ funds at 31 March 502,665 400,739

25 Subsidiary undertakings
The Group has the following principal subsidiary undertakings, all of which are registered and operating in England and

Wales:

Name of Company Principal Activities
Trust Union Properties Ltd Property investment and dealing

TR Property Finance Ltd Investment holding and finance

Trust Union Properties (Bayswater) Ltd Property investment

* The Colonnades Ltd Property investment

* New England Properties Ltd Property investment, development, dealing

and management services

* Trust Union Finance (1991) plc Debenture issuing vehicle

* Trustco Finance plc Debenture issuing vehicle

* Indirectly held

All the subsidiary undertakings are wholly owned and all the holdings are ordinary shares. The Group also has other

subsidiary undertakings which are either not trading or not significant.

––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––
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26 Substantial interests
The Group has the following substantial interests, all of which are registered and operating in England and Wales:

Class of Percentage
Shares Holding Principal

Name of Company held of Class Activities

Controlrun Limited A Ordinary £1 NIL Property investment

B Ordinary £1 100.0% in petrol stations

Cumulative Redeemable

Preference 10p 100.0%

Big Yellow Group Ordinary 10p 11.3% Ownership and operation

of self storage facilities

Rugby Estates Ordinary 20p 13.1% Property investment

Trust of Property Shares Ordinary 5p 13.9% Investment trust

The Group also held interests in 3% or more of any class of capital in 3 investee companies. None of these

investments is considered significant in the context of these accounts.

Notes to the Accounts continued
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(a) the maximum number of Shares hereby authorised
to be purchased shall be 14.99% of the Company’s
ordinary shares in issue at the date of the Annual
General Meeting (equivalent to 51,685,520 ordinary
shares of 25p each at 24 May 2005, the date of this
Notice of Annual General Meeting);

(b) the maximum price (exclusive of expenses) at
which a Share may be purchased shall not exceed
105 per cent. of the average of the middle market
quotations for the Shares as taken from the
London Stock Exchange Daily Official List for the
five business days immediately preceding the date
of purchase;

(c) the minimum price (exclusive of expenses) which
may be paid for a Share shall be 25p, being the
nominal value per Share; 

(d) the authority hereby conferred shall expire at the
conclusion of the Annual General Meeting of the
Company in 2006 or, if earlier, 18 months from the
passing of this resolution, save that the Company
may before such expiry enter into a contract to
purchase Shares under which such purchases will or
may be completed or executed wholly or partly after
the expiration of this authority and may make a
purchase of Shares in pursuance of any such contract.

By order of the Board

J S Ellman-Brown ACIS
Henderson Secretarial Services Limited
Secretary
24 May 2005

Notice is hereby given that the One Hundred and First
Annual General Meeting of TR Property Investment Trust
plc will be held at the Royal Automobile Club, 89 Pall Mall,
London SW1Y 5HS on Tuesday 19 July 2005 at 12 noon
for the following purposes:

Ordinary Business
1 To receive the Report of the Directors and the audited

accounts for the year ended 31 March 2005.

2 To approve the Directors’ Remuneration Report for the
year ended 31 March 2005.

3 To declare a final dividend of 1.55p per ordinary share.

4 To re-elect Ms C M Burton as a director.

5 To re-elect Mr J H M Newsum as a director.

6 To elect Mr P H Wolton as a director.

7 To re-appoint Ernst & Young LLP as auditors of the
Company.

8 To authorise the directors to determine the
remuneration of the auditors.

Special Business
To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following
resolution as a special resolution:

9 THAT the Company be and is hereby generally and
unconditionally authorised in accordance with Section
166 of the Companies Act 1985 (“the Act”) to make
market purchases (within the meaning of Section 163
of the Act) of ordinary shares of 25 pence each in the
capital of the Company (“Shares”) on such terms and
in such manner as the Directors may from time to time
determine provided that:

Notice of Annual General Meeting
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Notice of Annual General Meeting continued

Notes

1 Pursuant to regulation 41 of the Uncertificated
Securities Regulations 2001, only those shareholders
registered in the register of members of the Company
at 7.00pm on 17 July 2005 shall be entitled to attend
and/or vote at the Annual General Meeting in respect
of the number of shares registered in their name at
that time. Changes to entries on the relevant register
of securities after that time on 17 July 2005 shall be
disregarded in determining the rights of any person to
attend or vote at the Meeting. In the case of joint
holders of a share, the vote of the senior who tenders
a vote, whether in person or by proxy, shall be
accepted to the exclusion of the votes of the other
joint holders and, for this purpose, seniority shall be
determined by the order in which the names stand in
the register in respect of the joint holding.

2 A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the
meeting is entitled to appoint one or more proxies to
attend and, on a poll, to vote on his/her behalf. A proxy
need not be a member of the Company. The number
of votes cast by proxy for each resolution will be
communicated to shareholders at or following the
AGM and will be available on request.

3 A form of proxy is enclosed and to be valid must be
lodged with the Registrar of the Company not less
than 48 hours before the time fixed for the meeting.
Completion and return of a form of proxy will not preclude
a shareholder from attending and voting in person.

4 This notice is sent for information only to holders 
of debentures issued by Trust Union Finance
(1991) PLC.

5 The Register of Directors’ Interests kept by the
Company in accordance with Section 325 of the
Companies Act 1985 will be open for inspection at 
the AGM.

6 By attending the meeting, members and their proxies
and representatives are understood by the Company to
have confirmed their agreement to receive any
communications (including communications relating to
the Company’s securities) made at the meeting.

7 The Registered Office of the Company is 4 Broadgate,
London EC2M 2DA.

8 Shareholders’ attention is drawn to the fact that a
dress code exists at the Royal Automobile Club.
Gentlemen are required to wear tailored business
suits, or tailored jackets and trousers, together
with collared shirts and ties at all times and in all
areas of the club. Cravats are not permitted.
Ladies are expected to dress with commensurate
formality according to the occasion and within the
spirit of these rules. Shareholders are requested
to note that this dress code will be enforced and
use of the facilities will be refused in the event of
non-adherence.

Royal Automobile Club
89 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HS
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Explanation of Notice of Annual General Meeting

Resolutions 1, 2 and 3: Accounts, Remuneration Report
& Dividend
These are the resolutions which deal with the presentation
of the audited accounts, the approval of the directors’
remuneration report and the declaration of the final
dividend. The vote to approve the remuneration report is
advisory only and will not require the Company to alter any
arrangements detailed in the report should the resolution
not be passed.

Resolutions 4, 5 and 6: Re-election and election of
Directors
Resolutions 4 and 5 deal with the re-elections of Ms C M
Burton and Mr J H M Newsum as directors. Under the
Articles of Association, Ms Burton and Mr Newsum are
required to retire by rotation at the Annual General Meeting;
both have confirmed they will offer themselves for re-
election.

Resolution 6 deals with the election of Mr P H Wolton as a
director. The Articles of Association require new directors to
hold office only until the first Annual General Meeting
following their initial appointment.

Resolutions 7 and 8: Auditors
These deal with the re-appointment of the Auditors, Ernst &
Young LLP, and the authorising of the directors to
determine their remuneration.

Resolution 9: Authority to make Market Purchases of the
Company’s own Shares
At the Annual General Meeting held on 26 July 2004, a
special resolution was proposed and passed, giving the
directors authority, until the conclusion of the Annual
General Meeting in 2005, to make market purchases of the
Company’s own issued ordinary shares up to a maximum of
53,127,001 (representing approximately 14.99% of the
issued share capital as at 3 June 2004, the date of the
Notice of the AGM) for cancellation. This authority will
expire at this year’s Annual General Meeting.

Your Board is proposing that they should be given renewed
authority to purchase ordinary shares in the market. Your
Board believes that to make such purchases in the market
at appropriate times and prices is a suitable method of
enhancing shareholder value. The Company would, within
guidelines set from time to time by the Board, make either a

single purchase or a series of purchases, when market
conditions are suitable, with the aim of maximising the
benefits to shareholders.

Where purchases are made at prices below the prevailing
net asset value per share, this will enhance the net asset
value for the remaining shareholders. It is therefore
intended that purchases would only be made at prices
below net asset value. Your Board considers that it will be
most advantageous to shareholders for the Company to be
able to make such purchases as and when it considers the
timing to be favourable and therefore does not propose to
set a timetable for making any such purchases.

The Companies (Acquisition of Own Shares) (Treasury
Shares) Regulations 2003 (the “Regulations”) came into
force on 1 December 2003. The Regulations enable
companies in the United Kingdom to hold any of their own
shares they have purchased as treasury stock with a view
to possible resale at a future date, rather than cancelling
them. If the Company does re-purchase any of its shares,
the directors do not currently intend to hold any of the
shares re-purchased in treasury. The shares so re-
purchased will continue to be cancelled.

The rules of the UK Listing Authority limit the price which
may be paid by the Company to 105% of the average
middle-market quotation for an ordinary share on the
5 business days immediately preceding the date of the
relevant purchase. The minimum price to be paid will
be 25p per ordinary share (being the nominal value).
Also these rules limit a listed company to purchases of
shares representing up to 15% of its issued ordinary
share capital through the market pursuant to a general
authority such as this. For this reason, the Company is
limiting its authority to make such purchases to
14.99% of the Company’s ordinary shares in issue at the
date of the Annual General Meeting; this is equivalent to
51,685,520 ordinary shares of 25p each at 24 May
2005, the date of the Notice of AGM. The authority will
last until the Annual General Meeting of the Company to
be held in 2006 or, if earlier, 18 months from the passing
of the resolution.

A special resolution is one that requires a majority of at
least 75% of those present and voting to be passed.
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Ordinary shares

Confer certain rights to the holder as laid down in the

Articles of Association. These include entitlements to any

income distributions paid by the Company, to all

undistributed net income if the Company is wound-up

and certain voting rights. They rank for payment of capital

after repayment of borrowings and the entitlements of all

other share classes.

Premium

The amount by which the market price per share of an

Investment Trust Company exceeds the net asset value

per share. The premium is normally expressed as a

percentage of the net asset value per share.

Glossary of Terms
Discount

The amount by which the market price per share of an

Investment Trust Company is lower than the net asset

value per share. The discount is normally expressed as a

percentage of the net asset value per share.

Dividend Yield

The annual dividend expressed as a percentage of the

share price.

Gearing

Total debt comprising debentures, loan stock, bank loans

and overdrafts less cash at bank and short term deposits

divided by shareholders’ funds.

Net Asset Value

The value of the total assets less the liabilities. Liabilities

for this purpose include both current and long-term

liabilities. To calculate the net asset value per ordinary

share, divide the net asset value by the number of

shares in issue.
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General Shareholder Information

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Gross revenue

(£’000) 15,591 14,643 11,986 12,868 15,182 12,693 13,307 13,751 16,676 16,247 17,499

Net revenue

(per share)

Earnings 1.33 1.54 1.42 1.34 1.97 1.41 1.58 1.86 2.30 2.51 2.85

Dividends 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.12 1.27 1.32 1.40 1.65 2.05 2.50 2.85

Total assets less

current liabilities (£m) 191.0 191.4 248.3 308.9 292.5 305.8 382.7 382.7 344.3 440.9 542.6

NAV per share (p) 34.0 35.3 44.0 54.4* 52.0* 56.5* 73.2* 78.1* 73.0 113.1 145.1

Indices of growth

(per share)

Share Price 100 95 119 161 144 151 194 219 197 317 428

Net Asset Value 100 104 129 160 153 166 215 230 215 333 427

Dividend Net 100 104 110 119 135 140 149 176 218 266 303

Benchmark** 100 105 135 173 137 129 162 164 149 211 262

Historical Performance for years ended 31 March

**a composite index comprising the FTSE Real Estate Index up to the end of September 2001 and the *fully diluted for warrant conversion

S&P/Citigroup European Property Index thereafter

Source: Thames River Capital

Release of Results
The half year results will be announced in late November. The full year results were announced in late May.

Annual General Meeting
The AGM is held in London in July.

Dividend Payment Dates
Dividends are paid on the ordinary shares as follows:

Interim : early January
Final : late July

Dividend Payments
Dividends can be paid to ordinary shareholders by means of BACS (Bankers’ Automated Clearing Services); mandate
forms for this purpose are available from the Registrar. Alternatively, shareholders can write to the Registrar (the address
is given on page 56 of this report) to give their instructions; these must include the bank account number, the bank
account title and the sort code of the bank to which payments are to be made.
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Share Price Listings
The market price of the Company’s ordinary shares is published daily in The Financial Times. Some of the information is
published in other leading newspapers. The Financial Times also shows figures for the estimated net asset values and the
discounts applicable.

Share Price Information
The ISIN code/SEDOL (Stock Exchange Daily Official List) number of the Company’s ordinary shares is
GB0009064097/0906409. Other sources include Bloomberg (TRY.LN) and Reuters (TRY.L).

Internet
Details of the market price and net asset value of the shares can be found at www.trproperty.co.uk on the Company’s
website.

Shareholders who hold their shares in certificated form can check their holdings with the Registrar, Computershare Investor
Services PLC, via www.computershare.com. Please note that to gain access to your details on the Computershare site you
will need the holder reference number stated on the top left hand corner of your share certificate.

Disability Act
Copies of this Report and Accounts and other documents issued by the Company are available from the company
secretary. If needed, copies can be made available in a variety of formats, including Braille, audio tape or larger type
as appropriate.

You can contact the Registrar, Computershare Investor Services PLC, which has installed textphones to allow speech and
hearing impaired people who have their own textphone to contact them directly, without the need for an intermediate
operator, by dialling 0870 702 0005. Specially trained operators are available during normal business hours to answer
queries via this service.

Alternatively, if you prefer to go through a ‘typetalk’ operator (provided by the Royal National Institute for Deaf People)
you should dial 18001 followed by the number you wish to dial.

For investors through the TR Property Share Plan, ISA or PEP, a textphone telephone service is available on
01733 285714. This service is available during normal business hours.

Nominee Share Code
Where notification has been provided in advance, the Company will arrange for copies of shareholder communications to
be provided to the operators of nominee accounts. Nominee investors may attend general meetings and speak at
meetings when invited to do so by the Chairman.

Investors in the TR Property Share Plan, ISA or PEP receive all shareholder communications. A letter of direction is
provided to facilitate voting at general meetings of the Company.

General Shareholder Information continued
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General Shareholder Information continued

Capital Gains Tax
The value for CGT purposes of the Company’s shares on 31 March 1982, the start of indexation allowance for inflation,
is shown below.

Ordinary shares of 25p each 11.828p*
Warrants issued 1994 3.775p

For shareholders who acquired ordinary shares through the conversion of C Shares on 7 July 1994 the adjusted cost of
the new shares for CGT purposes is 40.143p per share.

Warrants issued to C shareholders have a base cost for CGT purposes of 12.811p per warrant.

* Adjusted for share issues  

The Finance Act 1998 included provisions which made considerable changes to the way that chargeable gains are
calculated for non-corporate shareholders in respect of disposals made on or after 6 April 1998. From that date pooling no
longer applies and disposals are matched against shares acquired in the following order:

• same date acquisitions;
• acquisitions within the following 30 days;
• previous acquisitions on or after 6 April 1998 (using ‘last in first out’ basis);
• any shares held in the pool as at 5 April 1998;
• any shares held in the pool as at 5 April 1982;
• any shares acquired before 6 April 1965; and
• any shares acquired subsequent to the disposal.

For disposals on or after 6 April 1998 indexation is still allowed but only up to April 1998. The Finance Act changes
apply a taper relief to the amount of the chargeable gains on these disposals. The taper is 5% for each complete year of
ownership after the first two complete years, with a maximum reduction of 40% after ten complete years.

In calculating the taper relief, assets held before 17 March 1998 qualify for an extra year.

The way that chargeable gains are calculated for companies remains under review by the Inland Revenue and for the
time being pooling remains.

The special rules that previously applied to shareholders disposing of shares, who had purchased their shares through the
Share Plan on a monthly basis, was withdrawn by the Inland Revenue for savings commenced on or after 6 April 1998.

When savings commenced before 6 April 1998, the simplified basis will still apply for acquisitions during the
investment trust’s accounting period ended before 6 April 1999 which in the case of TR Property is 31 March 1999.

The calculation of the tax on chargeable gains will depend on personal circumstances. The above information
is of a general nature and is not exhaustive. If you are in any doubt about your personal tax position, you are
recommended to contact your professional adviser.
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Henderson Secretarial Services Limited
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TR Property Share Plan
BNP Paribas Fund Services UK Limited offers a Share Plan providing a simple and flexible way

of investing in TR Property Investment Trust plc. The Share Plan offers the following:

• Regular savings from £50 per month/quarter, or lump sum investments from £500

• An income reinvestment facility. Alternatively, you can have dividends paid to your

bank or building society account

• All paperwork and documentation is simplified and reduced to a minimum

• Half yearly valuations with consolidated tax certificate

TR Property ISA
You can invest directly in TR Property Investment Trust plc through the TR Property ISA. The

ISA offers the following:

• Tax free income and tax free growth

• Regular savings from £100 per month or an initial lump sum investment from £2,000,

and further lump sums of £500

• An income reinvestment facility. Alternatively, you can have dividends paid to your

bank or building society account

• Half yearly valuations and reports

• Both Mini and Maxi ISAs available for investment by lump sum or regular savings

Under the TR Property PEP and ISA, you are permitted to transfer your existing PEP or ISA

funds into the Trust. Investments retain their tax-efficient status during and after transfer.

Please remember that the value of your investment can fall as well as rise and you may not

get back the amount originally invested. Tax assumptions may change if the law changes and

the value of tax relief will depend upon your individual circumstances.

Further Information
Please consult our website www.trproperty.co.uk or write to:

BNP Paribas Fund Services UK Limited
(TR Property Investment Trust plc Share Plan/ISA/PEP)
Block C, Western House
Lynchwood Business Park
Peterborough
PE2 6BP

Alternatively, please contact your professional adviser for further information or call our Investor
Services Department on 0845 358 1109.

BNP Paribas Fund Services UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services
Authority. We may record telephone calls for our mutual protection and to improve customer
service.
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